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A terrorist bomb. Web-based terror tactics. A high-level security

breach. A major financial fraud. These are but a few of the scenar-

ios that can have a direct and serious impact on national security.

In this issue, we look at how law enforcement agencies are

arming themselves with the knowledge and skills to prevent and

prepare for such incidents, and respond effectively when they do

occur.

In our cover article, writer Caroline Ross looks at the increas-

ing threat from domestic extremists in Canada — and the RCMP’s

role in investigating cases with possible terrorist links. Read about

what it takes to build top-quality investigations when it comes to

suspicious terrorist activities.

Preparing for a national security incident is a complex task in

today’s borderless world. The Gazette was on hand to observe a

day-long emergency response exercise involving three simultane-

ous attacks in Hamilton, Ontario. Find out how the more than 100

first responders from numerous police agencies fared in this sur-

prise scenario. 

We also explore the subject of youth engagement and how

RCMP outreach initiatives are drawing young Canadians and 

vulnerable communities into the national security conversation.

The RCMP’s National Security Criminal Investigations (NSCI)

outlines the recent positive changes that have occurred there,

including the successful disruption of significant terrorist targets in

2006–2007. Read about the current and future improvements 

at NSCI.

We hear from two other areas of the RCMP — the Immigration

and Passport Special Investigation Section and the Canadian Air

Carrier Protective Program — to find out how these specialized

teams help protect Canada’s national security both inside and 

outside its borders.

In this issue, we hear from our law enforcement partners who

continue to be engaged in supporting the national security priority. 

Alain Goudreau of the Centre for Security Science at Defence

Research and Development Canada describes the complex but

essential task of establishing an all-hazards risk assessment picture

for the Government of Canada. Learn about the study that will help

assess Canada’s ability to respond to a wide range of security

threats.

Also, Brent Smith of the Terrorism Research Center at the

Fulbright College, University of Arkansas, analyzes terrorist

behaviour in the U.S. based on past attacks. He proposes that

understanding their patterns might help police prepare for future

attacks.

The Internet has become a powerful tool for terrorists, victims

and law enforcement agencies alike. 

Professor Gabriel Weimann of the University of Israel draws

upon his extensive research into terrorists’ use of the Internet 

to describe the latest trend — narrowcasting — for targeting

a specific audience. 

Canadian journalist Peter Zimonjic was living in London and

travelling on the city’s subway the day of the July 7 bombings.

Deeply affected by what he experienced, he launched a victim 

support website and, this year, released a book chronicling the

bombings through the eyes of survivors. His Q&A with the Gazette
touches on the role the website played in allowing victims, 

including police, to find support.

Meanwhile, Michael Wertheimer of the U.S. Office of the

Director of National Intelligence writes about how the challenges

facing the intelligence community are pushing its members to

explore new ways to perform analysis — using Web 2.0.

Finally, in our regular departments, learn from an expert in 

tactical communication, read about a pilot project on the use of

head cameras by U.K. police, and find out more about police

fatigue and how it can be better managed. 

You can view all these articles online, and many past issues, at

www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/gazette/index.html.

Katherine Aldred
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ON THE COVER
Members of the Hamilton Police Service Emergency Response Unit assess the situation on a hijacked train 
during a counterterrorism exercise in Hamilton, Ontario, in May 2008. The exercise involved over 110 
participants from three municipal police forces, the RCMP and several federal, provincial and municipal 
partners, proving that protecting national security really is a collective effort. Photo: Caroline Ross

Strong inter-agency relation-
ships are key when national
security is at stake. 
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NEWS NOTES

Canadian police have been serving in

Afghanistan since 2005, but are they 

making a difference? You bet they are, if

the experiences of two recently returned

RCMP officers are any indication. 

Supt Paul Young and Cpl Barry Pitcher

returned to Canada in February 2008 after

spending a year in Afghanistan training and

mentoring local police forces.

Young spent his year in Kabul, provid-

ing strategic and operational advice to the

Chief of the Kabul Police. He helped reor-

ganize the 10,000-officer force — which

initially had no divisions or command hier-

archy — into four smaller units headed by

subordinate commanders. 

“We reduced (the police chief’s) span

of command from thousands down to 

about 30 or 40 people,” says Young.

“Manageable.”

Young also spearheaded projects to

rebuild Kabul’s 30 ramshackle police 

stations. One project — building a rock

wall around the police headquarters — was

completed mere weeks before a bus explo-

sion outside the station killed 35 officers.  

“Had the rock wall not been there, 

we probably would have lost two or three

hundred more,” says Young. 

Closer to the front lines, Pitcher served

in Kandahar with the Canadian Provincial

Reconstruction Team. He and five other

Canadian police officers developed and ran

training courses for the Afghan National

Police (ANP), covering topics like first aid,

IED detection and crime scenes. 

Many of Pitcher’s students didn’t know

how to apply pressure to a bleeding wound,

let alone how to identify a mine. When they

graduated, some were so happy they

hugged him. 

“Over there, it was the little things,”

says Pitcher. “Those are the things that will

really reciprocate long after you’re gone.” 

Canadian police are also planting the

seeds of community-based policing in

Kandahar, says Pitcher. It’s a gradual

process, given the ANP tendency to patrol

with a heavy hand, weapons drawn.  

“We try to tell them, ‘Sling your rifle,

bring a box of wool hats (and) give them

out to some of the children, distribute flyers

that tell children how to stay away from

mines and IEDs, give the village elder a

cell phone. You’re building relationships.”

To learn more about Canadian 

police efforts in Afghanistan, visit

www.rcmp.ca/peace_operations/
afghanistan_e.htm. 

—Caroline Ross
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The Nunavut RCMP and the Ottawa

Police Service (OPS) have launched an

officer exchange program to improve cul-

tural and career connections for offi-

cers working in Inuit communities. 

In March 2008, two OPS officers trav-

elled to Nunavut — homeland of Canada’s

Inuit population — for month-long post-

ings at RCMP detachments in remote Inuit

communities. The Nunavut RCMP will

send two Inuit-based officers to Ottawa on

a reciprocal exchange later this year.

Sgt Mike Toohey of the Nunavut

RCMP says the two police forces were a

natural fit because Ottawa has one of the

largest Inuit populations outside Nunavut. 

“We would be able to send our Inuit

members down to a municipal police force

to get trained and exposed to that type of

reality, and at the same time, we’d be able

to provide cultural training for members

of the Ottawa Police Service, so they

would be more aware of that segment of

the population,” says Toohey.  

During their exchange, the OPS offi-

cers were posted in Clyde River and Hall

Beach, populations 820 and 654.

When not on duty, the officers learned

about Inuit culture from local guides.

OPS Sgt Brad Hampson was stationed

in Clyde River. He says the exchange

helped him appreciate the “culture shock”

that Inuit people experience when they

arrive in Ottawa. 

“They come here wide-eyed and

awestruck. Never seen trees. Never seen

(shopping centres),” he says. “They’re

very susceptible to temptations (like alco-

hol, drugs and gangs).” 

Since his exchange, Hampson has

made connections with Inuit residential

facilities in Ottawa and helped organize a

police–Inuit open house to improve the

lines of communication between Ottawa

police and the local Inuit community.

RCMP Cst Chris Boyd works in the

Clyde River detachment and says

Hampson’s visit gave him insight into

urban policing and the opportunities it

presents.  

Boyd says many Nunavut RCMP offi-

cers — himself included — are junior

members whose policing experience is

limited to isolated northern detachments.

He says an exchange to Ottawa would

help officers like him prepare for postings

in urban centres, where street names 

and traffic signs are normal, police use

equipment like Breathalyzers and video

surveillance, and officers don’t know

everyone in town.  

—Caroline Ross

EXCHANGE BRINGS 
CULTURAL AWARENESS

MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN
AFGHANISTAN

RCMP Cpl Barry Pitcher (left) congratulates members of
the Afghan National Police upon their graduation from a
vehicle checkpoint training course in April 2007.  
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Ottawa Police Service Sgt Brad Hampson and his
Inuit guide (pictured) built and slept in this igloo as
part of Hampson’s month-long exchange at the
RCMP detachment in Clyde River, Nunavut. 
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Drunk drivers who grab a late-night snack

on the way home from the bars in Surrey,

British Columbia, might get more than a

side of fries with their fast food orders.

They might be arrested for impaired driv-

ing, courtesy of an RCMP officer in the

drive-thru window. 

In a novel approach to drinking and

driving counterattack, the Surrey RCMP

Traffic Section has partnered with local

fast food restaurants to position undercover

officers in late-night drive-thrus on week-

ends, when the bar crowds head home.

The plainclothes officers sit in the drive-

thru windows with restaurant staff, watch-

ing drivers for signs of impairment like

slurred speech or the odour of alcohol. If

an officer sees something suspicious, he

or she radios a uniformed partner who

waits off-site in a marked patrol car, ready

to intercept suspect drivers once they

leave the restaurant property. 

“It’s all about the element of surprise,”

says Cst Brian Nanton of the Surrey

Traffic Section Problem Solving Team. 

Nanton remembers his first shift in a

drive-thru, when he watched a driver pull

up to the window and take a swig from an

open alcoholic beverage. “It’s amazing

how many people are carefree about

(drinking and driving),” he says. “You

don’t really see how many people actually

do that until you get behind the scenes.”  

The initiative — dubbed Project

WULF for “Would you Like Fries” — has

been running since summer 2007, with the

RCMP tailoring operations according to

season and resources. 

As of spring 2008, WULF had result-

ed in approximately two dozen 24-hour

licence suspensions and three arrests. 

But the numbers don’t tell the full story,

says Nanton. 

“The main goal was to put the word

out there,” he says, adding that once the

media picked up the story, the initiative

grew its own legs. “(People) think the

police are at every drive-thru on the 

weekend. It’s putting the fear into people

that they shouldn’t be driving drunk.”

—Caroline Ross

WOULD YOU LIKE FRIES
WITH THAT? 

Gazette Vol. 70, No. 3, 2008

He won’t hand you fries, but he could hand you an
impaired driving charge. Cst Brian Nanton and the Surrey
RCMP Traffic Section look for impaired drivers at 
late-night drive-thrus. 
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If you were to rate Alberta municipalities

and the RCMP on their “green” policing

infrastructure, they’d get two silvers and 

a gold. 

The rankings come courtesy of three

recently constructed RCMP detachments

in Grande Prairie, Hinton and the

Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo.

Each detachment was designed and built

under the Leadership in Energy and

Environmental Design (LEED) initiative

managed by the Canada Green Building

Council. To obtain LEED rankings —

bronze, silver, gold or platinum — new or

renovated buildings must meet specific

environmental criteria in areas like sus-

tainability, water efficiency, energy and

atmosphere, and materials and resources.

In Wood Buffalo, the new LEED-gold

building is set to open in September 2008.

It features a solar wall to capture heat, a

“glass spine” to enhance natural light,

individually ventilated workstations, and

adjustable workstation walls to facilitate

future growth.

“The flexibility for the RCMP and

their needs in this community were para-

mount in the design (of the building),”

says Cherie Cormier, Wood Buffalo

municipal project lead.

Cst Janice Acourt of Wood Buffalo

RCMP marketing and promotions hopes

that the trend-setting building will help

attract experienced officers to the growing

northern municipality. 

The Hinton detachment, which

opened in March 2007, uses the region’s

naturally cold water for domestic cooling.

It also meets RCMP operational require-

ments, thanks to significant input from

RCMP members during the design of

interview rooms, exhibit facilities, access

points and other key areas. 

“The input (we had) into the building

was fantastic,” says Hinton RCMP Sgt

Brenda Burns. “Our objective is to get a

functioning police building, and the green

part is an absolute bonus.” 

In Grande Prairie, where recovered

heat warms an underground tunnel to the

courthouse, RCMP officers have already

made use of the detachment’s adjustable

workspace configurations to accom-

modate new members. The green detach-

ment opened in July 2006.

There are several other LEED-regis-

tered RCMP projects underway across

Canada, including a new headquarters

building for over 2,500 RCMP employees

in Surrey, British Columbia. For more

information on the LEED initiative, visit

www.cagbc.org.
—Caroline Ross

ALBERTA RCMP GOING
GREEN

This new RCMP detachment in the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo, Alberta, will include a solar wall to capture heat
and a “glass spine” to enhance natural light.
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Q & A

What is tactical communication?
It’s also called Verbal Judo, “verbal”

being words and strategies of persuasion

and “judo” being the art of redirecting

behaviour. It’s really a martial art of the

mind and the mouth, where we teach peo-

ple to stay calm under verbal assault, to

deflect verbal assault and to see in the

assault itself the seeds of a resolution. 

How does tactical communication
impact police work?
Prior to Verbal Judo, a person dealing with

the police had three options: fight, flight

or surrender and lose face. Verbal Judo

presents a fourth option: choose to go with

dignity, because it’s good for you. And

before Verbal Judo, if you (as a police

officer) were insulted, there were only two

things you could do: get sucked in by the

other person’s dynamics or ignore it until

you snap. We teach a third: deflect, listen

tactically and move forward with pride

and dignity. 

What mistakes do police officers
make with regards to tactical
communication?
Cops almost always react to what is said

to them rather than what is meant, and

they almost always react to tone and atti-

tude. A cop who walks up to a car and is

told, “Hey, you doughnut-eating son-of-a-

gun!” — if he reacts to that insult, the cit-

izen now controls him because he (the cit-

izen) controls the tenor of the discussion.

We teach cops to let attitude drift, because

you can’t change attitude at the time any-

way. You have to deflect the words and

focus on the meaning. 

How do you deflect a verbal
assault?
We use certain phrases to deflect attacks. I

usually say use two or more because it

sounds natural. They’re things like,

“Sir, I can see you’re upset, but . . . ,”

“I’m sorry you feel that way, but . . . ,” “I

appreciate what you’re saying and I

understand it, but . . . .” Rather than react

to the words, you quickly respond with

phrases that get you to the word “but,”

which then becomes a focus word.

Everything you say after that word “but”

must be professional language tailored

and aimed at the goal of generating com-

pliance or co-operation. 

How do you determine the real
meaning behind the words?
We teach tactical listening skills. Listen to

what people are giving you to work with

rather than what they’re saying. Like the

angry driver who’s complaining about

being late for a meeting and calling you all

kinds of names. What you know is that

he’s late and time is of the essence. So I

would say, “Sir, I can see you’re upset and

I’m sorry; however, we can do this quick-

ly and efficiently and get you to that meet-

ing as quickly as possible.” Another guy

says, “I can’t go to jail! I don’t want my

family to find out about this!” So he’s a

family man; I’ve got something to work

with now. People will unwittingly fill your

pockets with intelligence as to how to han-

dle them, if you only listen. 

How do you then use words to obtain
compliance and co-operation?
I teach a five-step method of persuasion.

Step one: ask for co-operation: “Sir, could I

ask you to step over here for me please?”

Two, if you get resistance, always tell them

why — set the context: “Let me tell you

why I’m asking you to move from the car,

sir.” Three, create and present options. Put

the positive options first, followed by the

negative, and end with a positive clip. Your

voice has to be pleasant, and you have to be

very specific: “Sir, you were going some-

where today, weren’t you? I’d like to see

you get home. I want you to be able to be

home with the family, be with the family,

sleep with the family, get up in the morning

Gazette Vol. 70, No. 3, 2008

The art of Verbal Judo  
Using words to generate voluntary compliance

As a beat officer, your most powerful weapon isn’t your gun or your baton, it’s the
words that come out of your mouth, says Dr. George J. Thompson, PhD, former police
officer and founder of the Verbal Judo Institute, a tactical communication training cen-
tre based in Auburn, New York. Thompson’s books and training courses have taught
over 700,000 police officers how to use words to their advantage. He recently shared
some tips and techniques with Gazette writer Caroline Ross.  

George Thompson says Verbal Judo teaches officers to stay calm under verbal assault, deflect the assault, lis-
ten, and use words to obtain co-operation. 
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and continue your day. That’s what I want

for you. Let me tell you something, sir. If

you don’t step out of the car so I can search

it for contraband, we have to place you

under arrest. Then you’ll go to jail, you’ll

spend your time with us tonight and you’ll

be out sometime tomorrow afternoon. And

that’s $300 for the tow. I don’t think you

need that, sir, so work with me. You don’t

need that kind of trouble, that kind of

expense.” See how I ended positive? The

fourth step, (if there is still resistance), is

really quite unique. The fourth step is to

confirm: “Sir, is there anything I could say

to get you to step from the vehicle? I’d like

to think so.” That last phrase is crucial. No

threat, perfectly pleasant, but notice I’ve

said, “Will words work?” He can save face

and still comply. If he says no, the fifth step

is act: arrest, control, transport. Words are

over now.

What about body language?
Research shows that only seven to 10 per

cent of your total impact on somebody is

content. Thirty-three to 40 per cent is your

verbal personality, which is your voice as

heard by the other. And 50 to 60-plus is

other non-verbals, which means body 

language, facial expressions and proxemics.

If you say the right thing the wrong way,

you’re done.

Any other tips? 
The average policeman could change the

entire response he gets by simply starting

every verbal encounter he can with “How

can I help you?” And part of that is (say-

ing) “could I ask” rather than telling peo-

ple what to do. “Sir, could I ask you to

step over here for me please?” (rather than

“Hey, come over here!”) Everybody likes

to be asked; nobody likes to be told. And

if you listen tactically, you have the

advantage. You no longer get upset when

you get attacked. You smile inwardly and

say, “Now I gotta listen, because he will

tell me how to handle him.” Already, we

move from verbal attack as a crisis to ver-

bal attack as an opportunity. �

For more information on Verbal Judo,

visit www.verbaljudo.com.

THE MEET AND GREET

“Driver’s licence, please!” Beginning a verbal encounter with an order like this is sure
to generate resistance, says Dr. George Thompson, founder of the Verbal Judo
Institute. Instead, try Thompson’s eight-step meet-and-greet, illustrated below
with the example of a routine vehicle stop.

1. Give a greeting: “Good morning/afternoon/evening.” 

2. Identify yourself and your department: “Officer Thompson, Syracuse 
PD.” Providing your name shows fearlessness,confidence and profession
alism, and also makes it harder for the person to insult you. Providing the
department name adds power. 

3. Give the reason for the stop: “Sir, the reason I stopped you today is I 
did notice that you failed to stop at the stop sign at Third and Market.” 

4. Ask for justification: “Is there some justified reason for failing to stop at
that sign today, sir?” Pause for the first time. By providing your name and 
reasons up front, you reduce the grounds for resistance. Watch and listen to
the person’s response for clues on how to handle him. 

5. Ask for a driver’s licence (or other identification). If you suspect the person is armed, ask: “Sir, do you 
have your registration and insurance with you; if so, where do you keep it in the vehicle?” followed by, “Is there
anything in that area that might cause me concern?” Watch the person’s reaction for hesitation or other signs
that he’s hiding something. 

6. Ask for any necessary clarification. Then ask the person to remain in the vehicle while you “evaluate” your 
information. The word “evaluate” is less threatening than phrases like “check you out.” 

7. Provide your decision (warning, ticket, notice of next steps, etc.). 

8. Close on a positive note. “Thank you for your co-operation, sir. Do drive carefully.”

7Gazette Vol. 70, No. 3, 2008
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By Caroline Ross

On June 2, 2006, Canadian police arrested

17 Toronto residents for allegedly plotting

to bomb Toronto infrastructure, behead

Canadian politicians and commit other

acts of al-Qaida-inspired extremism.

It wasn’t the first time that Canada has

been targeted by domestic extremists —

the FLQ, Squamish Five and Air India

incidents spring to mind* — but the

Toronto arrests do suggest a new threat

from within, and one that will continue to

grow as Canada becomes more active in

global hot spots like Afghanistan and

Darfur, and as the Internet brings extrem-

ist ideology into everyone’s living room. 

“Domestic terrorism is probably a big-

ger threat to Canada now than it has ever

been,” says A/Commr Bob Paulson, head

of RCMP National Security Criminal

Investigations (NSCI) in Ottawa. “We

have Canadians right now, as we speak, in

Northwest Pakistan, at training camps,

who have stated their intention to attack

us here in North America. That’s what we

have to worry about.” 

In Canada, the RCMP holds jurisdic-

tion in matters involving national security.

NSCI is currently investigating over 800

cases with possible terrorist links. Since

9/11, they’ve been successful in staying

one step ahead of the extremists, and

The threat from within 
Protecting Canadians from domestic terrorism 

Guylain Ouellette

8 Gazette Vol. 70, No. 3, 2008
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they’ve implemented a string of measures

to help keep it that way. 

“Cadillac” investigations
“One of my priorities is to ensure that we

have absolute ‘Cadillac’ (top-quality)

investigations when it comes to suspicious

terrorist activities,” says Paulson. “We

cannot afford to fail even once in terms of

getting in front of the terrorist threat.”

Staying in front of that threat requires

significant resources — more so than for

other types of criminal investigations —

because investigators must keep constant

tabs on several key targets and treat every

suspicious incident as if it were real. 

“Basically, we’re doing a threat

assessment every day: What are these 

targets doing? Do we have the level of

coverage that we need? Do we have the

appropriate resources in the appropriate

places?” says Supt Jamie Jagoe, who

oversees national security investigations

in Ontario. “We have to have a level of

comfort that we can respond at any given

moment to the threat.”

That level of comfort comes courtesy

of partner agencies like the Canadian

Security Intelligence Service, the Canada

Border Services Agency, Citizen and

Immigration Canada and municipal police

forces. Specialists from these agencies 

co-exist with the RCMP in four Integrated

National Security Enforcement Teams

(INSETs). Based in Toronto, Montreal,

Ottawa and Vancouver, the INSETs 

handle all national security investigations

in Canada. 

The Toronto INSET currently employs

125 officers, including 50 seconded from

11 partner agencies. In the seven months

leading up to the June 2 arrests, that total

swelled to 700, including 84 full-time

investigators at the peak of investigation

and 400 officers on the day of the arrests.

It’s strength in numbers, and it keeps

those “Cadillac” investigations on the

road.  

One voice across the globe
Almost every domestic terrorism investi-

gation has international connections, says

Supt Rick Reynolds, recently retired

director of the RCMP National Security

Criminal Operations Branch.

Canadian extremists may receive

funding, equipment, information, training

or ideological direction from individuals

in other countries. Unfortunately, says

Reynolds, many of those countries are

third world or failed states with question-

able human rights records.  

“All you have to do is go to the

O’Connor inquiry. . . and you’ll see the

risks and responsibilities associated with

sharing information with foreign agen-

cies,” says Reynolds, referring to a 2004

government inquiry into the role Canadian

officials played in the case of Maher Arar.

Arar, a Canadian citizen, was detained in

the United States and deported to Syria,

where he was interrogated and tortured as

a suspected terrorist. According to the

O’Connor inquiry’s final report, “it is very

likely that, in making the decisions to

detain and remove Mr. Arar, American

authorities relied on information about

Mr. Arar provided by the RCMP, . . . some

of which portrayed him in an inaccurate

and unfair way.” 

In the wake of the O’Connor inquiry,

NSCI implemented a central governance

framework to oversee all national security

investigations. Responsibility for foreign

relations rests with the headquarters com-

ponent, where a dedicated team ensures

that information exchanged with other

countries is accurate, relevant, legally

sound and bound by appropriate caveats. 

“It brings a high degree of accounta-

bility and consistency,” says Reynolds,

and that helps NSCI co-operate with for-

eign agencies on matters of mutual securi-

ty while still protecting the values of

Canadian society. 

A court precedent? 
INSET investigators constantly struggle

with the fact that Canadian police forces

and Canada’s security intelligence

agency are bound by different disclosure

requirements. 

Police agencies, as part of the Crown,

are required to fully disclose all informa-

tion relevant to criminal proceedings. The

Canadian Security Intelligence Service

(CSIS), a civilian organization, is not

bound by the same requirement. However,

CSIS regularly provides the RCMP with

information that could factor into national

security investigations. 

For INSET investigators, it can be a

long, complicated, sometimes impossible

process to bring information provided by

CSIS forward as court-approved evidence

— even during preliminary applications

for search warrants or wire taps. But as the

first adult in the Toronto case goes to trial,

that situation could change.

“The defense are bringing a motion to

have CSIS required to disclose through

the Crown prosecutor on the same basis as

the RCMP are required to disclose,” says

Gazette Vol. 70, No. 3, 2008

Modern-day terrorists construct explosive devices from everyday materials such as those pictured. National security
investigators seized similar items during their investigation of the 17 Toronto residents arrested on June 2, 2006. 
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Debra Robinson, senior counsel with

RCMP legal services. 

The motion is scheduled to be heard in

December 2008, and it could revolution-

ize Canadian court disclosure processes. 

“This is very novel,” says Robinson.

“It’s going to be interesting to see what

the court does.” 

Eyes, eyes everywhere
National security investigators can’t be

everywhere all the time, hunting for signs

of potential terrorist attacks. It helps to

have people at ground-level aware of what

to look for and what to do if they see

something suspicious.

In April 2008, the RCMP launched a

Suspicious Incident Reporting system for

critical infrastructure targets like subways

and oil pipelines. Currently operating on a

pilot basis, the system allows pre-author-

ized infrastructure stakeholders across

Canada to file incident reports in a secure

central database. RCMP intelligence ana-

lysts regularly review the reports for link-

ages and escalate items accordingly.  

NSCI is also working to create a

national network of Counter-Terrorism

Information Officers (CTIOs) — officers

who are attuned to national security

threats, indicators and processes and can

educate front-line staff and funnel relevant

observations to the INSETs. The goal is to

get front-line officers thinking “national

security” on a regular basis, says Sgt Steve

Corcoran, who created the program and

has trained over 100 CTIOs in British

Columbia. 

Corcoran’s network spans RCMP dis-

tricts, municipal police services and exter-

nal agencies like B.C. Corrections, the

B.C. Conservation Officer Service and the

Department of Fisheries and Oceans. You

need only look at the Toronto case to see

the value of external partnerships, says

Corcoran.

“(The Toronto suspects) went out into

the bush to set up a camp. . . . Fisheries

officers and conservation officers are as

likely to find that as (police) are, so they

have to know what to look for.” 

Looking upstream
Perhaps the best way to tackle the threat of

domestic terrorism is for police to build

strong community partnerships and

involve community members in solutions

to domestic radicalization.

That’s certainly what RCMP Insp Jim

Stewart and his team are hoping. Stewart

chairs a multi-agency working group

involving stakeholders from the

Government of Canada, the Canadian

Association of Chiefs of Police and police

forces from Victoria to Halifax. Together,

the partners are developing a pan-

Canadian counter-radicalization strategy,

based on similar initiatives in the United

Kingdom. 

“(This will be) a very Canadian pro-

gram, one that has been fine-tuned to 

provide the best benefit to communities

across Canada when it comes to recogniz-

ing and countering radicalization that

leads to violence,” says Stewart.  

The strategy will incorporate several

existing NSCI outreach initiatives, such as

local community advisory groups that

helped quell community concerns in the

wake of the June 2 arrests. Stewart also

hopes to deliver elements of the strategy

through the CTIO network.

“What’s key right now is that the time

is right,” says Stewart. In the post 9/11

environment, Canada has not experienced

a terrorist attack, so the RCMP and its

partners aren’t building relationships in

crisis mode. “If we can start to look

upstream before (terrorist acts occur),

we’re preventing. It’s all about making

sure that there’s a non-event.” �

* In October 1970, members of the Front
de libération du Québec (FLQ) kidnapped
two government officials, murdering one.
In 1982, five Canadians bombed infra-
structure targets in British Columbia and
Ontario before being apprehended near
Squamish, British Columbia. In June
1985, an Air India flight originating in
Montreal exploded in mid-air, killing all
329 passengers. Canadian residents later
stood trial for planting a suitcase bomb.

N AT I O N A L S E C U R I T Y
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This Toronto subway station is one of many Canadian critical infrastructure sites that will benefit from a new Suspicious
Incident Reporting system, which allows infrastructure stakeholders, the RCMP and other government, intelligence and
law enforcement partners to share information on potential security threats of a criminal nature. 
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By Caroline Ross

Here’s the scenario: Armed extremists

hijack a train and a boat in a busy Canadian

port city. The train sets off for Toronto with

a chemical weapon on board. The boat,

stocked with explosives, heads for a major

bridge during rush hour. Other extremists

hole up in a warehouse at the pier, guns,

hostages and bombs at the ready.

Could it happen? It did on May 27,

2008, in Hamilton, Ontario.

It was all part of Operation Midnight

Express, a day-long emergency response

exercise co-ordinated by the Hamilton

Police Service (HPS) and involving over

110 first responders from the Hamilton,

Halton and Niagara municipal police serv-

ices; the RCMP; Canadian Pacific Rail;

the City of Hamilton; Hamilton fire and

emergency services; and the Hamilton

hospital. 

“We wanted to test interoperability, to

further develop partnerships,” says HPS

Supt Paul Morrison, who chaired the exer-

cise planning committee. “And we needed

to address growing threats within our

community.”

Morrison and his team designed the

exercise to occur in real-time, with partic-

ipants having little or no prior knowledge

of the situation. Events escalated from a

seemingly routine single-vehicle collision

to a full-blown extremist incident span-

ning multiple sites, with a joint incident

command team headed by HPS Deputy

Chief Ken Leendertse.  

While Morrison acknowledges that

responsibility for extremist incidents usu-

ally falls to the RCMP under its national

security portfolio, he says it’s important to

test the local response in the event that the

federal police can’t immediately attend

the scene. 

Supt Jamie Jagoe, head of RCMP

national security investigations in Ontario,

agrees. “It’s important to stretch the police

response, because in the real world, things

can get very complex. The goal here is to

ensure the systems and synergies are in

place.”  

As the day progressed, those systems

and synergies were put to the test. Tactical

teams from Hamilton, Halton and Niagara

synched up with the RCMP Marine

Security Emergency Response Team to

conduct simultaneous assaults on the

train, warehouse and vessel. Municipal

forces practised using a radio interoper-

ability system provided by the RCMP —

ironing out some kinks along the way.

Transport Canada provided crucial infor-

mation on how to safely divert marine

traffic during the marine assault. And

Hamilton medical services performed a

casualty triage, testing the lines of com-

munication between first responders and

hospital staff.

There were some challenges along the

way — the warehouse assault was delayed

by a communications snag, for example

— but the exercise proved that federal,

provincial and local responders can pull

together and successfully problem-solve

in crisis mode, says Morrison. He credits 

a cohesive, well-informed joint command-

and-control structure for much of the 

success in that regard. 

With the exercise and debrief now

complete, HPS hopes to share its experi-

ence through a one-day training forum for

commanders at the Ontario Police College. 

“There is a high need to give this sort

of information to other police agencies so

that they can, in future, plan better,” says

Morrison. He adds that live video footage

of the exercise, captured by the Ontario

Police Video Training Alliance, will help

highlight lessons learned.  

Morrison invites police forces inter-

ested in conducting similar exercises to

contact him at the Hamilton Police

Service. �
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110 responders vs. eight extremists 
Testing the response

Planning a national security exercise in your jurisdiction? 

Members of the Operation Midnight Express (OME) planning committee offer these tips:

� Keep the scope within your agency’s responsibilities and capabilities.  

� Learn from agencies that have held similar exercises.

� Seek alternate funding from sources like the Government of Canada Joint 
Emergency Preparedness Program. 

� Start planning early, and expect a lengthy planning process. Planning for OME 
lasted eight months.

� Use a standard operational planning format, and include an evaluation plan. 

� Staff your planning committee according to expertise, not rank.

� During the exercise, run a “simulation cell” to monitor and control scenarios. 
Stagger attendance to ensure staff remain alert at critical moments. 

� Don’t be bound by expected outcomes. 
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Deputy Chief Ken Leendertse of the Hamilton Police
Service co-ordinated the efforts of over 110 first respon-
ders during a counter-terrorism exercise in Hamilton,
Ontario, last May.
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A/Commr Bob Paulson
Excellent question for our time. I say no.

I ask whether the way we currently focus

on national security is impeding our abil-

ity to conduct effective counterterrorism

operations. I struggle with that answer

because I think it is yes.

Let’s review what it was that led us to

our current interest in national security.

Terrorists hijacked airplanes and drove

them into buildings in the United States.

Elsewhere in the world, terrorists blew

up trains, subways and nightclubs.

Terrorists continue to plan and conspire

to commit attacks. Canada has been

named as a target by al-Qaida but has not

yet been attacked. The threat remains.

Remarkably, it has evolved to where

some of our own citizens, radicalized to

criminal conduct, are now the subject of

our interest. Canadians travel to Pakistan

to train in terror.

National security is at the heart of any

government’s mandate and we all have a

primary duty to protect our citizens.

Societies have an obligation to provide

security from threats against the state.

National security is not easily defined.

Economic security, border integrity,

space activity, energy, infrastructure,

agriculture, health and more all factor in

to the security of a nation. To me, the

nature and imminence of the threat ought

to orient our focus in deciding how to

secure ourselves. Terrorism is much more

than a spot on the “probability-versus-

impact” spectrum. Terrorists want more

than just to hurt us; they want to funda-

mentally change who we are.

At a time when the threat to national

security is manifest, as it is now because

of terrorism, I suggest we should focus

on dealing with the immediacy of this

threat before focusing any further on the

broader range of issues affecting our

security (beyond our current attention 

to these areas).  It’s not the time to 

be browsing the catalogue for sprinkler

systems when the arsonist is about to set

the fire.  

All terrorist acts are criminal and so

criminal justice must figure prominently

in our response. The terror investigation is

a must-win proposition and requires per-

fection in today’s  highly challenging and

complex criminal justice landscape.

Public confidence in our institutions

hangs in the balance. Therefore, an effec-

tive counterterrorism response for

Canadians must include the following:

• A fully integrated and comprehensive

national community outreach and 

counter-radicalization program

• An effective intelligence capacity, 

aligned with the criminal justice 

reality, and providing timely and 

actionable intelligence to law 

enforcement

• A properly trained, adequately 

staffed and equipped counterterrorism

police capacity 

• A well-trained, professionally 

aggressive prosecution service 

operating within an efficient 

criminal justice system

When we speak of focus, we speak of

priority, and from my seat this is where

our focus ought to be. When this is in

Is national security overly
focused on terrorism?
The panellists

A/Commr Bob Paulson, National Security Criminal Investigations, RCMP
Senator Colin Kenny, Standing Senate Committee on National Security
and Defence, Canada 
Norman Inkster, Chair of the Advisory Council on National Security for
the Prime Minister of Canada
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At a time when the threat to national security is
manifest, as it is now because of terrorism, I suggest we
should focus on dealing with the immediacy of this threat
before focusing any further on the broader range of
issues affecting our security. 
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hand, we can go shopping for sprinklers.

So my answer is no.

Senator Colin Kenny
I don’t think Canada’s national security

infrastructure is overly focused on any-

thing at the moment. The Mounties

(RCMP) are drastically underfunded.

The Canadian Forces are drastically

underfunded. The Canadian Security

Intelligence Service (CSIS) is drastically

underfunded. The list goes on.

As a result, Canadians and Canadian

interests are becoming increasingly vul-

nerable in the context of a quickly chang-

ing world, and not just to terrorists, but to

natural disasters, challenges to the coun-

try’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, 

pandemics, industrial espionage — it’s a

long list.

But to get specific about whether

Canada is spending too high a percentage

of its security budget on terrorism, I

believe the answer is no. But then I’m not

a big gambler in situations in which  los-

ing a bet would be devastating.

Taking a laissez-faire approach to ter-

rorism in the 21st century represents a

reckless gamble. The whole nature of ter-

rorism changed when a significant num-

ber of people began to make it clear that

they were ready to blow themselves up to

exact random acts of terrorism on inno-

cent people in the name of a cause. 

You simply can’t shrug off that kind

of thing and pretend that it isn’t likely to

happen in Canada. It will happen sooner

or later, and the more lax we are in

defending against it, the more likely it

becomes.

To my mind, Canada’s not investing

sufficiently in anti-terrorist systems

equates to countries like Indonesia not

having invested sufficiently in tsunami

warning systems. Tsunamis aren’t every-

day occurrences anywhere in the world,

but they are a good thing to prepare for.

So are terrorists.

I could tell you dozens of ways that

Canadian anti-terrorist preparation is

inadequate. Here are just a few. How is it

that CSIS, Canada’s anti-terrorist nerve

centre, has fewer employees now than it

had 18 years ago? How is it that passen-

gers boarding Canadian flights can’t take

a penknife on board, but postal packages

flow into the hold virtually uninspected?

How is it that we are leaving it to 14

Mounties to defend Canada’s soft under-

belly — the Great Lakes?

One recent incident in Ottawa

involved “geocaching,” a game in which

people hide packages of innocent stuff,

and other people use Global Positioning

devices to try and find them. In this inci-

dent, a member of the geocaching com-

munity left a “cache” — a metal cigar

box filled with trinkets — attached to a

light post in a vulnerable urban area. An

alert citizen informed police, and the

bomb squad was called in. Part of a

major traffic artery and the bus transit-

way were shut down for four hours.

It turns out there are hundreds of

packages like this scattered playfully

around Ottawa, some in vulnerable spots. 

Was there a public outcry against

doing this? Not much. Can you imagine

the outrage there would be in Tel Aviv, or

Kandahar City, or Washington?

Maybe most Canadians figure the

best defence against terrorism is not to

get too worked up about it. Maybe. But

the Indonesians are doing a lot more to

prepare for the possibility of tsunamis

these days. Makes sense to me.

Norman Inkster
That is a difficult question to answer. If

one were to agree with the statement, one

would not want to be wrong! Designing

security approaches is extraordinarily

challenging for authorities given the

paucity of resources and the shortage of

time in any given day. There will never

be enough resources available to attend

to all of the work that needs to be done.

With the turmoil in today’s world, we

could certainly not fault anyone for giv-

ing the potential criminal acts of terror-

ists a very high priority.

Another challenge is getting any real

consensus around the definition of terror-

ism, all the while remembering that one

person’s terrorist is another person’s free-

dom fighter. Given the misguided think-

ing of religious and ideological zealots, a

criminal act in the name of terrorism can

come from almost anywhere at any time. 

We run the risk of misapplying some

of our scarce resources if, by focusing on

the subject of terrorism — which is not

clearly defined and some say gives the

actions of terrorists an air of legitimacy

— we ignore what law enforcement and

other security authorities must focus on:

acts of crime, criminal behaviour and

criminal conspiracies of which terrorist

activity is but one source.

The traditional law enforcement

approaches — prevent, detect, investi-

gate — will always be the best and more

effective ways to protect the public and

bring suspects before the courts of law. In

short, terrorist groups need to be a focus

for the authorities because those groups

are — by intent and often by definition

— going to be involved in acts of crime.

Terrorism needs to be seen as a

source of harmful criminal activity, but it

is only one source. Authorities must not

become so focused on the activities of

terrorists that they ignore the potential

for harmful criminal activity by others

who, for any number of misguided rea-

sons having nothing to do with either

religion or ideology, would place a bomb

on an airplane, in a crowded shopping

mall or elsewhere with equally devastat-

ing results to innocent members of the

public.

The challenges for authorities are

about agility and balance. Be agile

enough to recognize that unanticipated

events will occur from unexpected

sources, and keep a preventive, watchful

eye for these developments. Move

resources and adjust focus quickly to

deal with unusual events. Get the balance

right in light of the reality that there are

too few people and there is too little

money to do it all.

Sir Robert Peel (the founder of mod-

ern policing) said that the police are the

public and the public are the police. In

short, we all need to be reminded that we

have an important role to play in dealing

with harmful criminal activity, whether

or not it is the act of a terrorist. �
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By Donald Dawson
National Security Criminal

Investigations, RCMP

Perhaps no other area of the RCMP has

seen as many positive changes over the

recent past as has National Security

Criminal Investigations (NSCI).

Take the achievement of Ministerial

directions on national security responsi-

bility and accountability, national securi-

ty-related arrangements and co-operation,

and investigations in sensitive sectors.

Add to that the implementation of RCMP-

related recommendations from the Report

of the Events Relating to Maher Arar, plus

a complete restructuring to focus exclu-

sively on national security.

The outcome is movement far beyond

the implementation of external recommen-

dations that look back to the past for guid-

ance. Instead, NSCI is concentrating on the

present and eyeing its future. It is moving

forward in response to a constantly chang-

ing environment, explains Bob Paulson,

Assistant Commissioner for NSCI.

“The threat remains real,” says Paulson.

“My task is to ensure that we continue to

protect Canadians while ensuring we look

after the people we expect to do this work.”

He points to how NSCI’s internal

oversight of operations has been com-

pletely reformed, with its members now

benefiting from a clear and concise frame-

work that ensures strong central control

and monitoring of criminal investigations

by national headquarters. This includes

new policy directives and new course

training standards that surpass even the

O’Connor Commission’s recommenda-

tions. A reworked national security crimi-

nal investigators’ course and other nation-

al security courses are now more widely

available to national security staff. The

courses also cover issues arising from the

O’Connor inquiry, including RCMP and

Canadian Security Intelligence Service

(CSIS) mandates, information sharing,

caveats on how information can be used

and the role of liaison officers.

NSCI is now looking to the horizon

and beyond, says Insp Scott Doran, acting

director of the National Security Criminal

Operations Branch.

“What we’re doing now is aiming to

consistently raise the bar,” says Doran. “I

think this embrace of change, this striving

for constant improvement, is the culture

we are building within NSCI.”

He and other national security person-

nel point to significant recent successes at

NSCI. In many cases the directorate has

decisively surpassed its goals.

For instance, according to its most

recent Departmental Performance Report,

the RCMP disrupted more significant ter-

rorist targets in 2006–2007 than originally

planned and more than doubled its target

of 10 new or expanded information

sources or techniques that advance specif-

ic national security initiatives. 

Perhaps more telling than the statistics
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National security criminal 
investigations 
RCMP looking to the future

Driving change: the recipe for 
national security
More Integrated National Security
Enforcement Teams (INSETs)

INSET expansion is a priority. The current INSETs in
Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto and Vancouver have
proven their value. Their integrated nature — bring-
ing RCMP members together with municipal and
provincial police and intelligence partners —
improves co-operation and co-ordination, achieves
economies of scale and reduces duplication. But
national security files are being generated in many
other places across Canada. Near-term plans call 
for the establishment of an INSET in Alberta. 
Further down the line, NSCI is hoping to bring
INSETs to other provinces.

Engagement of critical infrastructure
stakeholders

NSCI is pursuing increased stakeholder engagement
through the Suspicious Incident Reporting (SIR)
system, which became operational as a pilot project
this spring. SIR is a secure system for reporting,
sharing and analyzing information on suspicious
activities that may represent terrorist planning or
other serious criminal activity. The system is meant
to help detect and prevent significant national secu-
rity crimes before they’re an imminent threat to
Canadians and Canadian infrastructure. 

The current pilot involves major transit operators in
Toronto and Vancouver, but the intent is to eventually
involve owners and operators among all critical
infrastructure sectors in all parts of Canada.

By facilitating the proper sharing of information on
potential threats with those who need to know, the
overall goal is to make Canadians, Canadian critical
infrastructure and Canada as a whole safer.

More outreach leading to greater
understanding

NSCI is also working to grow its outreach 
program, which was established in 2005. In addition
to divisional outreach programs in British Columbia
(B.C.), the National Capital Region and Southern
Ontario, the program has shown great success at
building mutual trust and understanding between the
RCMP and members of communities most affected
by national security operations. One of the program’s
components seeks to help communities counter
attempts to radicalize young people. The intent is to
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are the operational successes themselves

— from the ongoing terror trials in Ottawa

and Toronto, to a terrorist financing

charge laid earlier this year in British

Columbia, to the seizing this past spring

of bank accounts and the Montreal head-

quarters of the World Tamil Movement, a

group subsequently listed as a terrorist

organization by the Canadian government.

“I think people are finally understand-

ing the urgency of the situation and appre-

ciating the threat we face, both operational-

ly and institutionally, says Paulson.

“Terrorism is a crime. The RCMP prevents,

detects, disrupts and investigates terrorism

and other national security offences. And,

by and large, it does a darned good job.”

That job includes the RCMP’s com-

mitment to integration with its partners,

particularly other police forces and CSIS.

Co-operation with these groups on nation-

al security matters has only improved in

the recent past. Last August, the RCMP, 

in conjunction with other members of the

Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police,

adopted the Common Framework on

National Security to collectively and 

co-operatively guide Canadian law

enforcement’s fight against terrorism and

threats to national security. The previous

year, the RCMP signed a renewed memo-

randum of understanding (MOU) with

CSIS. The new MOU is indicative of the

close working relationship built between

the two agencies over the last two years.

Internally, NSCI is also working to

maintain the positive momentum. Current

issues include expanding the Integrated

National Security Enforcement Teams

(INSETs) to other divisions, increasing

NSCI’s engagement with critical infra-

structure stakeholders, building on the suc-

cess of its outreach activities, and strength-

ening investigations through the Office of

Investigative Standards and Practices.

NSCI will face additional external

scrutiny of past operations later this year.

Both the Internal Inquiry into the Actions

of Canadian Officials in Relation 

to Abdullah Almalki, Ahmad Abou-

Elmaati and Muayyed Nureddin, and the

Commission of Inquiry into the

Investigation of the Bombing of Air India

Flight 182 are expected to soon submit

their reports to government. But the hope

among NSCI personnel is that in examin-

ing their organization’s actions from years

ago, the commissions will consider both

the positive changes recently implement-

ed and those that are on the way. �
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help communities build an immunity to messages
that promote hatred and criminality towards others.
The outreach program is also one of the many ways
the RCMP is promoting its National Security
Information Network and the network’s 1-800-420-
5805 toll-free tip line. Other ways include its 
website, training videos, publications and other
communication products.

Office of Investigative Standards 
and Practices

The establishment of the Office of Investigative
Standards and Practices (OISP) just this year 
is intended to strengthen our operations by
heightening internal oversight and raising 
accountability with respect to national security
criminal investigations across Canada. A key

function of the OISP is the institution and man-
agement of a major case management (MCM)
accreditation program for team commanders.
These commanders will, in turn, ensure account-
ability, clear goals and objectives, sound 
planning, proper utilization of resources, and
control over the speed, flow and direction of
RCMP investigations. 

The objective is to increase the likelihood of suc-
cessful prosecutions by ensuring investigations
adhere to MCM principles. The National Security
OISP follows the example set by the RCMP’s
highly successful B.C.-based OISP and may
eventually serve as the basis for the creation of 
a nationwide office aimed at ensuring MCM 
principles are closely followed in all significant
investigations.

N AT I O N A L S E C U R I T Y

What’s in a word? A lot, in
the world of national security

Words make worlds, but they also break them. 

That’s the message Angus Smith, officer in
charge of Alternative Analysis with RCMP
National Security Criminal Investigations, 
regularly tries to convey to officers who
engage the public on issues related to radical-
ization and criminal extremism. 

Take the word jihad, for example. Smith says
the word has become “almost a catchall term
for extremism of any kind,” but that’s a harm-
ful misnomer. 

“ Jihad doesn’t have negative connotations in
Arabic — it has positive connotations,” says
Smith. “It’s about one’s struggle in the larger
social context. It’s really about struggling to
become a better person, to make the world a
better place.”  

When officers use the word jihad in relation to
criminal extremism, says Smith, they risk iso-
lating the communities they’re trying to help
and legitimizing the extremists they’re trying
to hinder. 

“We have to understand these types of cultural
nuances,” says Smith. “As an organization,
(we need to) understand what we’re talking
about.”

With this cultural clarity in mind, the Ottawa
RCMP national security community outreach
team and its local community advisory group
organized a series of Muslim–Arab cultural
awareness sessions. During each session,
members of the local Muslim–Arab community
spend a day educating Ottawa-area officers
about Islamic faith and providing advice 
on how to communicate in a culturally 
appropriate manner.  

So far, 500 officers have attended the 
sessions. For the RCMP, that’s 500 more 
officers whose words will make worlds, not
break them. 

— Caroline Ross
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By Sgt Robert Cloutier
Senior investigator

RCMP Immigration and Passport
Special Investigation Section

National security is a well-established 

priority for the RCMP. This commitment

is evident through frameworks like the

Integrated National Security Enforcement

Teams operated by National Security

Criminal Investigations. But another 

section of the RCMP also plays an integral

role in protecting Canadian national 

security: the Immigration and Passport

Special Investigation Section (IPSIS). 

Based in Ottawa, IPSIS is a unique

investigative team, exclusive of its kind.

Members work in concert with partner

government agencies such as the

Department of Foreign Affairs and

International Trade, Citizenship and

Immigration Canada and Passport Canada

to identify and investigate cases of malf-

easance in Canadian High Commissions

and Canadian Embassies abroad. The unit

is primarily responsible for investigating

immigration fraud and corruption of gov-

ernment officials that impact the integrity

of the Canadian immigration system.

What does this have to do with nation-

al security? A lot, when you consider the

integrity of our borders. Foreign criminals

who smuggle or traffic in humans,

weapons or drugs — or wish to attempt a

terrorist act — ultimately need to gain

entry to Canada, and for that, they 

need official travel documents. These

unsavoury individuals often seek the

assistance of employees in Canadian

diplomatic missions. That is precisely

where the continuum of corruption begins. 

Outsiders usually start by subtly

befriending mission employees, then ask-

ing for discreet favours that compromise

employee integrity — favours like issuing

illegal visas or travel documents.

Employees who agree to these “favours”

eventually find them-

selves in an ines-

capable posi-

tion, and one

that often leads

to dismissal or

criminal charges.

Investigational
success 
In the past four years,

IPSIS has conducted several

international investigations involving mis-

sion employees who participated in illicit

activities related to visa or passport

issuance. IPSIS investigators travelled to

Guyana, Poland, India, Pakistan and

Turkey, to name just a few countries

implicated in the investigations.

In fall 2004, IPSIS investigators

searched the office of an individual

responsible for issuing Canadian pass-

ports at the High Commission of Canada

in Georgetown, Guyana. The investigators

encountered a disturbing scene: hundreds

of passport photographs strewn on the

floor, and an inventory of expired but

authentic Canadian passport documents

that were being used to falsify passport

applications for Guyanese nationals want-

ing to exit the country. 

A well-known Guyanese human

smuggler had planned his strategy well,

convincing a woman who worked at the

High Commission that he loved her. The

woman did him one favour by helping him

obtain an illegal Canadian passport for a

friend. Then came the second request, the

third, and so forth. Eventually, 55

Canadian passports were forged for the

purposes of smuggling people into

Canada. Some passports were sold on the

street for as much as US$14,000.

The operation continued for several

months until it was dismantled by IPSIS,

in co-operation with Guyanese authorities 

and prosecutors, and

other Canadian partners. The corrupt

employee was charged with 13 counts

of fraud and pleaded guilty to all

charges.

Overcoming challenges
IPSIS investigators face several challenges

in their work, including language barriers,

limitations on information gathering and

sharing due to human rights issues, physi-

cal security in foreign countries, and 

legislative gaps that make it difficult to

carry out investigations thoroughly. 

In the face of such hurdles, the team

continuously seeks innovative methods of

investigating abroad. For example, during

a recent investigation, IPSIS requested

assistance from a truth verification techni-

cian (polygraph operator) — an action 

that had never before been taken in an

investigation of this type.   

IPSIS is also working to increase

awareness of its mandate, in hopes of

increasing the flow of information and

intelligence that could factor into investi-

gations. The team gives presentations to

Citizen and Immigration Canada, Passport

Canada, the Canada Border Services

Agency and RCMP foreign liaison offi-

cers, with a view to developing mutual

goals in protecting our nation’s security. 

IPSIS is also building a working

group with other countries that face the

same contentious issues. Knowledge is

the key to preventing future attacks on

the integrity of Canadian travel docu-

ments and borders, and to stemming the

corruption that occurs when greed and

opportunity intersect. �
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By Caroline Ross

Youth: they’re the leaders of tomorrow.

Unfortunately, a small percentage may

also become the criminal extremists of

today.

“Historically, when you look at (indi-

viduals involved in) criminal extremism,

you’re looking at the ages between 14

and 30,” says Sgt Raj Jande, RCMP

National Security Outreach Co-ordinator.

“Young people are open to ideas, they are

full of gusto, and they are looking for

their identity.” 

Many youth want to influence change

in society, but their dedication to a cause

could be manipulated. That’s why youth

outreach is a growing priority for the

RCMP National Security Criminal

Investigations branch. 

Countering misconceptions
When Dahlia Nawwar began co-ordinating

the new RCMP National Security Youth

Outreach Program in 2005, she quickly

realized that young people lacked impartial

information on national security issues. 

“There are a lot of misconceptions out

there,” says Nawwar, citing confusion

between security certificates and the Anti-

Terrorism Act as just one example.

Nawwar attributes many of the miscon-

ceptions to media biases, combined with

the fact that the RCMP and federal agen-

cies weren’t contributing information to

the public dialogue on national security

issues. 

“There was a gap,” says Nawwar.

“There was a need for educational

resources on national security within the

Canadian context, (so that) young

Canadians (have) balanced and objective

information.” 

To help fill the void, Nawwar spear-

headed the creation of a fact sheet and

presentation materials that clearly define

national security, terrorism, related legis-

lation and related RCMP responsibilities

from a Canadian perspective. The mate-

rials are available to young people

through RCMP youth officers and national

security outreach initiatives. 

But police can’t just talk at youth, says

Nawwar, they must also listen. The out-

reach unit holds regular meetings with its

Ottawa-based youth steering committee. 

In spring 2008, the unit also partnered

with the Government of Canada’s

Canadian Youth Connection Forum to

hold an online survey and discussion

called “Youth: Be Heard on National

Security.”  

“It’s really important to have that two-

way conversation,” says Nawwar. “Youth

have some very insightful perspectives

that we really should listen to.” 

Building trust 
One of the biggest challenges to national

security outreach is establishing trust

within vulnerable communities, says Cst

Mohammad Beyhaghi. Beyhaghi co-ordi-

nates RCMP national security youth 

outreach initiatives in British Columbia

(B.C.). He encountered the challenge 

first-hand when he began engaging

Vancouver’s Muslim community in early

2007.  

“(Some community members) have

this misconception that if the police come

in — especially from national security —

they come to collect information or get

community members to spy on other com-

munity members,” says Beyhaghi. “(As

police, we) have to convince them that we

are here to work with (them).”

After six months of meetings and con-

sultations, Beyhaghi formed the B.C.

RCMP National Security Youth Advisory

Council, then gave the group of 15 young

Muslims the reins to organize a major

Muslim youth conference on radicaliza-

tion and criminal extremism. The March

2008 event — the first of its kind in

Canada — attracted 130 youth and includ-

ed a parallel conference for parents. 

“It was a ground-breaking event,

indeed,” says Sana Siddiqui, a member of

the youth advisory council. “It was 

a recognition that solutions to communi-

ty-based problems can come from the 

community.”

B.C. RCMP outreach initiatives

also extend to Muslim children aged six

to 12. The outreach team runs a Junior

Police Academy program that allows

Muslim kids to interact with police offi-

cers in a fun learning environment. The

goal is to build bridges with kids at an

early age, before they reach those crucial

teens and twenties. 

While RCMP national security youth

outreach initiatives do face some opera-

tional obstacles — like a paucity of dedi-

cated youth outreach positions nation-

wide — current initiatives provide a solid

foundation for growth.

They also prove that police and youth

can work together on issues of concern.

“I feel that the trust has gone up,” 

says Beyhaghi in B.C. “It doesn’t feel

false.”  �
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Youth engagement on national security 
Countering misconceptions and building trust
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Students in Ottawa listen to a presentation by the RCMP
National Security Youth Outreach Program. 
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What has been the response to
your website (www.londonrecov-
ers. com)?
The first year, I had about 200 users. I

would say most people were motivated

by a desire to find out if someone they

met on that day was OK. Another moti-

vation was to discuss the way they felt

about the day itself, to get (informal)

psychological help. Since the first

anniversary (of the bombings), people

are using the site less, which I think is an

indication that people are healing.

Did you have any contact with
law enforcement through the
website? 
I did meet some police officers who were

involved in the day. Usually they con-

tacted me looking for some way to get

psychological help without having to go

through their workplace, because they

felt there was a culture of looking down

on people who need counselling for

experiencing something like that. I met

police officers who had not even told

their own families that they were

involved that day. They often needed a

bit of reassurance that others were think-

ing and feeling the same thing, and they

could find that (reassurance) on the 

website. 

What did you learn about 
survivors’ interactions with
authorities after the attacks? 
Everyone I talked to seemed quite

pleased with the way the police used

family liaison officers to help families

keep in touch with the events surround-

ing their family members. City police did

a very good job of keeping all of us

involved every step of the way. I still get

letters updating me as to what is happen-

ing with various court cases or inquests.

Further government support through the

7 July Assistance Centre (which offers

therapeutic and information resources),

was very useful, very swiftly set up and

very well maintained afterwards. 

What lessons can authorities
take from the day’s events? 
It took an hour before any emergency

services could get down (into the tunnels).

I realize that there are certain safety 

protocols involved in not rushing into a

scene that’s considered to be unsafe, but

I think there could be some thought given

to sending a scout down, with some pro-

tective gear, to do a very early-on assess-

ment of the situation. I know that people

died in the tunnel waiting for help. 

I also think it would be useful to

require potential terrorist targets like

underground subway trains to carry first

aid equipment and emergency lighting.

It’s very difficult to save someone’s life

if both their legs have been blown off and

you have absolutely no medical equip-

ment, and it’s dark. There were stretchers

on the Underground train in London, 

but nobody knew where they were, and

as a result, they couldn’t be used to get

people out.  

Why should people read your
book? 
I think it’s important to remind ourselves

of the human cost of terrorism. Often the

argument after a terrorist attack quickly

shifts to government policy or civil liber-

ties. In the media, victims often become

advocates for positions one way or the

other. I think it’s important to sweep that

aside and remind ourselves of what hap-

pened — the human cost of things — and

to stay focused on that sort of human

tragedy. �

Peter Zimonjic survived the 2005 London transit bombings
then wrote a book chronicling events at ground level. He
praises some aspects of the emergency response, but
says there are definitely learning opportunities.   
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The London bombings, through 
the eyes of the survivors
Journalist provides first-hand account

A bang, a jolt, darkness, then terror. That’s what Canadian journalist Peter Zimonjic
experienced on July 7, 2005, when a terrorist bomb blasted through the London
Underground subway train next to the one in which he was riding. Minutes after the
blast, Zimonjic crossed into the bombed train to offer assistance. Weeks later, he
launched a victim-support website. This year, he released a book chronicling the
London bombings through the eyes of dozens of survivors (Into the Darkness: An

Account of 7/7, Vintage Originals, 2008). Zimonjic talks with the Gazette’s Caroline
Ross about his website, his book and the July 7 emergency response.

I met police officers who had not even told their own
families that they were involved that day. They often
needed a bit of reassurance that others were
thinking and feeling the same thing.

”
“
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By Marc-André Gauthier

The Canadian Air Carrier Protective

Program (CACPP) evolved in the after-

math of the September 11, 2001, terrorist

attacks on the United States. RCMP air

marshals — known as Aircraft Protective

Officers or, internationally, as In-Flight

Security Officers (IFSOs) — started

blending in with passengers on all

Canadian flights to Washington, D.C., in

2002. They are now tasked to other routes

as well.  

IFSOs provide a unique protective

policing service on board Canadian regis-

tered commercial aircraft. These officers

are specialized, covert operatives who are

strategically deployed to physically inter-

vene in the event that an aircraft becomes

at risk of takeover by unauthorized per-

son(s). In addition, IFSOs gather informa-

tion on any criminal or terrorist activity

within the civil aviation environment. For

national security reasons, the exact flights

and routes protected by the CACPP are

carefully guarded secrets. However, the

CACPP deploys on a national, transborder

and international basis.

In October 2007, RCMP Supt

Alphonse MacNeil, the officer in charge

of the CACPP, told the Air India Inquiry

that the public should take comfort in the

fact that RCMP IFSOs are deployed on

commercial passenger flights. MacNeil

explained that the specialized plainclothes

officers are assigned to selected commer-

cial passenger flights according to a

t h r e a t - r i s k

assessment process.

He said that selected officers train at

an undisclosed location, where they can

practise scenarios in a commercial aircraft

environment. Once the IFSOs have

completed this very intensive and highly

specialized training, they are assigned to

flights according to a “threat matrix.”

When questions arose about whether

the presence of armed IFSOs on board

commercial passenger flights could pose a

risk to the security of jetliners, MacNeil

explained that the intense training that

Canadian IFSOs receive mitigates that

risk. He emphasized that firearms would

only be used as a last resort.

“We don’t immediately spring to the

use of a firearm,” said MacNeil. “Our peo-

ple are well trained in . . . the use of hand-

to-hand combat and other procedures that

are at their disposal. If one of our (IFSOs)

is going to engage . . . a firearm, things

have deteriorated very, very badly on that

flight and they would actually believe that

the aircraft is in danger of being taken

over or the integrity of the aircraft is in

serious risk,” said MacNeil.

The program is necessarily covert to

protect the identity of the officers and

their operations.  However, pilots and

flight attendants are informed of the pres-

ence of IFSOs. Many measures are in

place to protect Canadian airline passen-

gers from terrorist or criminal threats, and

the CACPP is a critical layer in the multi-

tiered approach to aviation safety and

security. IFSOs are the last line of defence

in the civil aviation security system.

The CACPP focuses its sights not only

on terrorist activity, but also on criminal

activity within the airport environment

itself. The program

houses 

an effective

intelligence pro-

gram that employs IFSOs in

an intelligence-gathering and

surveillance capacity. This broad mandate

allows observation and analysis performed

by the covert operatives to be fed into the

RCMP’s greater national intelligence sys-

tem. Furthermore, the operatives work

closely with numerous RCMP sections

and partner agencies in the airport

environment.

The CACPP has evolved into an inte-

gral component of one of the most secure

aviation systems in the world. It has been

extensively involved in international

IFSO programs, and agencies around the

globe have requested its expertise. 

The program has provided complete IFSO

training and program development 

for several foreign countries, with others

waiting to receive this specialized 

training.  

At the Air India Inquiry, the inquiry’s

Commissioner, John Major, suggested that

the general public might feel safer if 

people knew more about the program.

MacNeil agreed, but explained that it is

difficult to publicize the program when so

many details must remain secret for

national security reasons.

Balancing the need to protect the

integrity of the program with the need to

create public awareness is a challenge that

the CACPP is prepared to meet. With a

comprehensive package being developed

to achieve this goal, the Canadian public

will become increasingly aware of this

superbly trained tactical unit and the

unique protective services it offers for the

protection of Canadians and Canadian

interests at home and abroad. �
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By Alain Goudreau, M.Sc., P.Eng.
Centre for Security Science

Defence R&D Canada 

In the fall of 2006, the RCMP Critical

Incident Preparedness and Response ini-

tiative published an integrated risk 

management report identifying the need

for a common all-hazards risk assessment

(AHRA) picture for the Government 

of Canada. The Department of National

Defence (DND) Canada Command also

identified this need in its survey of the

Canadian operational environment.  

In December 2006, a federal-level

Intelligence Experts Group (IEG) on

Domestic Security was established to 

pursue the development of an AHRA. The

IEG, which at the outset represented

exclusively federal departments and agen-

cies with mandated intelligence capaci-

ties, grew to include some 20 federal

departments and agencies that share

responsibility for assessing and monitor-

ing various risks to the safety and security

of Canadians.

The IEG engaged the Centre for

Security Science, one of seven research

centres of Defence R&D Canada (the

research and development arm of DND),

to assist in managing the IEG study on

AHRA, and to co-ordinate the study’s 

scientific content.  

This article outlines the nature of the

study and the progress thus far. 

The AHRA study
The AHRA study is a three-year project

to research, conceive and test a common

framework for conducting all-hazards

risk assessments across the federal gov-

ernment. A common risk picture could

provide invaluable information to assist

decision-makers in evaluating Canada’s

ability to prepare for — and respond to

— threats and hazards, be they from ter-

rorists, criminals, accidents or natural

disasters. 

The study will also explore the broad-

er impact of a robust, established risk

assessment process on decision-making in

the safety and security domain. As well, it

will examine the ability to seek and share

expertise as a capacity in government, and

make recommendations to support the

implementation of such expertise over the

long term. 

The study promotes these essential

steps for conceiving and implementing a

risk assessment framework:  

• State the problem clearly. What is 

the objective?

• Formulate the approach. Choose the 

most applicable method(s). 

• Collect data and/or interview 

experts. Consider the data source, 

reliability, etc. 

• Build the model and establish a 

baseline for test results.

• Conduct a sensitivity analysis to test 

data sets for suspect or erroneous 

results.

• Record results.

• Document the model.

As work to establish the common frame-

work progresses, the study team is

addressing several related challenges.

Back to risk basics
Terminology represented the first big

challenge the study team faced. The term

“risk” conveys different meanings to 

different people, disciplines and commu-

nities. The challenge of reconciling defini-

tions became even more complex when

terms associated with risk management

were introduced. “Risk perception”

emerged as a fundamental concept to be

explored further. The term “all-hazards

risk” also conveyed different meanings,

with no evidence of an accepted standard

definition. 

The study team tackled the terminolo-

gy issue by developing a lexicon of risk

terms to establish a common language.

The team also developed a taxonomy

(classification system) of risk events. The

taxonomy was useful in communicating

the meaning of all-hazards risk, and it

highlighted the value of using classifica-

tion systems to organize or map other

aspects of risk, such as threats, hazards,

vulnerabilities and even consequences. 

The study team encountered a further

challenge in applying the traditional defi-

nition of risk as a function of probability

and consequence to various domains

where the concept didn’t seem to fit. The

term “probability” also conveyed a mean-

ing that was difficult to adopt, especially

for the risk domains associated with ran-

domness, like terrorism. 

The team identified a need to express

risk based on a clear understanding of what

elements or components, such as intent and

opportunity, make up the term. As such, the

team chose a more universal and widely

accepted risk assessment principle:

This equation for risk can be further bro-

ken down into its components or ele-

ments.  This simple process gives a better

understanding of the various types of data

necessary to convey the magnitude of a

risk, including attributes such as reliabili-

ty and time dependence.

Why is risk so fundamental?
In Canada, all levels of government —

federal, provincial/territorial and munici-

pal — share the responsibility of protect-

ing Canadians and Canadian society.

Preparedness at the national level depends

on synchronized efforts among the many

departments and agencies that share pub-

lic safety and security functions within

each jurisdiction. 

For practical reasons, any attempt to
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risk assessment model
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formalize an overarching risk model

needs to respect existing structures of

ownership and responsibility in managing

risks. For example, in Canada, public

safety and security functions cross juris-

dictional boundaries based on the severity

of the consequences of the realized risk

event. This adds to the complexity of plan-

ning and managing even single emergen-

cies that escalate across jurisdictions and

organizational boundaries. 

All-hazards planning is further chal-

lenged by the lack of a coherent picture

of the relative severity of the risks asso-

ciated with various threats and hazards.

Such a picture is important, however. 

The all-hazards risk classification (taxon-

omy) approach advocated by the AHRA

study supports harmonized planning

across levels of government and different

organizations.

Communicating and visualizing
risks
Communicating the results of a risk

assessment without over-emphasizing or

minimizing criticality or confidence in the

results remains a real challenge. One may

think of a scenario where senior officials

— having to make critical decisions — are

presented with a risk picture composed of

many types of data of various levels of

accuracy and reliability. What may seem a

simple exercise in ranking risk may in

some cases create an erroneous picture if

caveats such as data reliability are not 

recognized or communicated. To improve

the accuracy of assessments, the AHRA

study will look at applying existing tech-

niques and technologies for modelling,

analyzing and visualizing complex and

abundant data — including geomatic

applications and visualization tools — to

the common risk picture. 

The team’s attempts at visualizing

risks and building on the risk event 

taxonomy resulted in the development of

a measure called “risk volume.” Risk

volume is determined by the magnitude

of the risk components, such as probabil-

ity, vulnerability and consequence.

Attempting to mitigate or affect any one

component changes the risk volume. This

approach may be useful in conveying the

impact of risk mitigation and manage-

ment options. 

Another approach is to look at risk and

its component taxonomies in terms of

three or more domains: human and social,

physical, and environmental. It can be said

that every risk or its components fall with-

in one of these domains or at their inter-

section. The choice of domains

remains a matter of preference for the

practitioner. By mapping risks and their

components in this way, one gets a sense

of the distribution of risks across domains.

Combining this information with other

elements like capabilities available (a

bomb squad, for instance), capability

investments or operational plans produces

a more detailed risk picture.  

Many organizations have adapted a

two-dimensional graph to map risks and

their magnitude (see illustration). In this

case, the hash lines denote the thresholds

for the various risk levels. The hash lines

are established as a risk management deci-

sion, and their location often reflects the

risk tolerance or operational preparedness

of an organization.

Challenges ahead
To date, the AHRA study has served to

highlight the difficulty in implementing a

robust risk regime in everyday decision-

making, be it for short-term actions or

long-term planning. Organizational deci-

sion-making is challenged more and more

by the push towards risk management

regimes. The lack of a robust understand-

ing of risk fundamentals across an organi-

zation will jeopardize the implementation

of a sound risk management regime. 

The level of detail needed by an

organization will vary greatly depending

on the level (tactical, operational, strategic

or local, regional provincial or national)

and speed of influence (from policy to

capability owner). Processes for tracking

and auditing risks must be rigorous. 

As such, organizations should consider

dealing with terminology at the outset.

They should also consider structuring the

risk problem through taxonomies that

facilitate the development of criteria to be

measured. For each criterion, an appropri-

ate metric should be adopted. Consistency

in applying the taxonomy, the criteria 

and the metrics will be key to a robust risk

assessment.

Communicating risk and uncertainty

remains a real challenge. The time compo-

nent or life aspect of risk — and its effect

on individual components of risk —

requires consideration, as does the notion

of multiple risk assessments for different

time horizons. The risk picture becomes

more speculative as we look to the future. 

The study team expects to conclude its

work and report its findings in 2010-2011. �
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Prof. Gabriel Weimann, PhD
University of Haifa, Israel

The Internet is the ideal instrument of

communication for modern terrorists: it is

decentralized, it cannot be subjected to

control or restriction, it allows access to

anyone who wants it, and it provides

almost perfect anonymity. These advan-

tages have not gone unnoticed by terrorist

organizations. 

Today, all terrorist groups, large or

small, have their own websites. They use

this medium to spread propaganda, raise

funds, launder money, recruit and train

members, communicate and conspire, and

plan and launch attacks. 

Al-Qaida, for example, is now operat-

ing approximately 5,600 websites, with

900 new sites appearing each year. Along

with websites, modern terrorists also use

e-mail, chat rooms, e-groups, forums, vir-

tual message boards, YouTube and even

Google Earth. 

This article is based on a decade-long

project of monitoring and analyzing ter-

rorist presence on the Internet. One of the

recent trends emerging from the analysis

is “narrowcasting,” whereby Internet-

savvy terrorists target specific sub-popu-

lations. Instead of “broadcasting”— that

is, trying to appeal to as broad an audi-

ence as possible with a single message —

terrorist groups are getting audience-spe-

cific. This trend employs the modern mar-

keting and advertising tactics used in the

commercial world, and it can be illustrat-

ed with several examples from our

archive of terrorist websites.

Targeting children
The Internet is very popular among chil-

dren and young people who use it for

entertainment, communication and learn-

ing. Terrorists are aware of this and are

increasingly using the Internet to target

children as the next generation of recruits

and supporters. 

One Hamas website, al-Fateh (“The

Conqueror”), which releases a new edi-

tion every other week, is geared towards

children. Among its attractive graphics,

drawings, children’s songs, stories and

texts written by children themselves, this

seemingly innocent site includes a link to

the official Hamas website and posts mes-

sages promoting suicide terrorism. 

For example, the site posted a picture

of the decapitated head of young Zaynab

Abu Salem, a female suicide bomber

who, on September 22, 2004, detonated

an explosive belt in Jerusalem, killing

two policemen and wounding 17 civil-

ians. The text accompanying this horrible

image praises the act, arguing that Zaynab

Abu Salem is now in paradise — a sha-
heeda (martyr) like her male comrades:

“Her head was severed from her pure

body and her headscarf remained to deco-

rate (her face). Your place is in heaven in

the upper skies, oh, Zaynab, sister (raised

to the status of heroic) men.”

Terrorists are also aware of children’s

fascination with computer games. Several

terrorist groups try to attract children by

offering free online games that turn out to

be instruments of radicalization and train-

ing. One such game, called “Quest for

(U.S. President George W.) Bush” or

“Night of Bush Capturing,” was released

by the Global Islamic Media Front, a

media outlet of al-Qaida, in September

2006. Players armed with rifles, shotguns

or grenade launchers navigate various

missions, with the ultimate goal of killing

President Bush. 

Another example is Hezbollah’s

online game “Special Force,” in which

players become warriors in a 3D terrorist

campaign against Israel. Available in

Arabic, English, French and Farsi, the

violent game features a training mode that

allows participants to practise their shoot-

ing skills on former Israeli Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon and other Israeli political

and military figures. Players with high

scores earn special certificates signed 

by Hezbollah leader Sayyed Hassan

Nasrallah. In August 2007, Hezbollah

produced a new version of the game,

“Special Force 2,” based on the 2006

Lebanon War between Hezbollah and

Israel.

The Internet is also used for child

recruitment and training. In February

2008, the American army uncovered an

online video during a raid in Iraq’s Diyala

province. The video depicts children in

ski masks kidnapping a grown man on a

bicycle, sitting in a circle around firearms

singing al-Qaida songs, and storming a

room with bound adult hostages, waving

guns at their heads. 

Jonathan Evans, head of the British

security service MI5, recently said that

Muslim children as young as 15 are being

recruited by al-Qaida to wage “a deliber-

ate campaign of terror.” Evans warned

that Islamists were “radicalizing, indoc-

trinating and grooming young, vulnerable

people to carry out acts of terrorism.” The

Internet has clearly become one of the

Narrowcasting: 
The trend in online terrorism

Along with websites, modern terrorists also use e-mail,
chat rooms, e-groups, forums, virtual message boards,
YouTube and even Google Earth. 
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most efficient instruments for targeting

these young audiences. 

Targeting women
The ninth issue of Sawt al-Jihad (Voice of

Jihad), al-Qaida’s online magazine, was

the first in a series of women-oriented

postings. Published in January 2004, the

issue included a special section for

women and attempted to recruit women

for terrorist attacks. 

One article, “Um Hamza, an Example

for the Woman Holy Warrior,” is the story

of a female martyr as told by her husband:

“Um Hamza was very happy whenever

she heard about a martyrdom operation

carried out by a woman, whether it was in

Palestine or Chechnya. She used to cry

because she wanted a martyrdom opera-

tion against the Christians in the Arabian

Peninsula.” 

In late 2004, al-Qaida launched an

online women’s magazine called al-
Khansa, named after a seventh-century

Islamic poetess who wrote eulogies for

Muslims who died while fighting the

“infidels.” The website gives women

advice on raising children to carry on the

jihad, using first aid to treat family mem-

bers injured in combat, and preparing to

fight through physical training. 

The main goal of the magazine seems

to be to teach Islamist wives how to 

support their husbands in the violent war

against the non-Muslim world. One of the

magazine’s first articles reads: “The

blood of our husbands and the body 

parts of our children are our sacrificial

offering.”

On March 6, 2008, al-Sahab, the

media production branch of al-Qaida,

updated the Islamist website al-Ikhlas to

include an audio message from Sheikh

Mustafa Abu al-Yazid, the al-Qaida com-

mander in Afghanistan. The message is

titled “They Lied and Now (it is Time for)

Combat.” In it, al-Yazid stresses the

importance of jihad and appeals to par-

ents “not to be an obstacle between their

sons and Paradise . . . since our religion is

more expensive than our souls . . . and

since (one’s willingness) to sacrifice

(one’s) children for the sake of Allah is a

clear sign of (one’s) righteousness.” Al-

Yazid also calls upon wives not to stand

in their husbands’ way to Paradise, say-

ing: “A righteous wife who loves her hus-

band is one who wishes for him to enter

Paradise . . . and who says to him . . .

‘Take my gold and property and wage

jihad for the sake of Allah . . . and we

shall meet in Paradise, Allah willing . . . ”

A series of messages regarding

Muslim women and their role in support-

ing jihad and its war on the West have

also emerged on jihadist forums. One

document, titled “What Do the

Mujahideen (Muslims who struggle)

Want from a Muslim Woman?” was writ-

ten by Abu Omar Abdul Bar, a leading

Muslim writer. Abu Omar charges that

the war launched by the West against

Islam is not limited to direct military

action, but also seeks to affect changes in

economic, social and character levels. In

this regard, he believes that the enemy is

trying to alienate Muslim women within

their community and provoke them

against Muslim society. Contrary to the

Western desire to make women a “cheap

commodity,” this message advocates the

role of women as mujahideen, citing var-

ious examples of female mujahideen in

Muslim history. Abu Omar writes that a

Muslim woman should support the

mujahideen, feed her sons “gunpowder

with milk” and raise them in the spirit of

jihad.

Many of these female-oriented web-

sites also cite various fatwas (religious

interpretations of Islamic law) on jihad

and martyrdom, and urge women to take

an active part in jihad — or at least to

support its fighters. In the al-Hesbah
online forum, a female writer named

Umm Hamza al-Shahid posted a message

entitled “Secure Yourself a Chandelier

under the Throne (in Paradise),” in which

she encouraged Muslim women to carry

out suicide bombings. The posting

includes this call: “Sister, do you fear the

horror of death and the agony of dying? .

. . Don’t you wish for such an end — an

easy transition from this world to

Paradise, without pain or agony . . . .

Since death is inevitable, why should we

not leave this transient (world) in our best

capacity, (that is) as martyrs?”

These are only a few of the many

online messages, but the trend is clear:

terrorists are fine-tuning their appeals and

sharpening their messages according 

to narrowly defined sub-populations.

Advanced marketing theory and research

suggest that sophisticated persuasion is

more likely to succeed when the medium,

the stimuli, the appeals and the graphics

are tailored to the specific receivers. It

appears that modern terrorists have

learned how to apply narrowcasting to

their online campaigns. �

Gabriel Weimann, PhD, is a professor of
communication at the University of
Haifa, Israel, and at the School of
International Service, American Uni-
versity, Washington, D.C. He was a 
senior fellow at the United States
Institute of Peace. Weimann has written
widely on modern terrorism, political
campaigns and the mass media. This
report distills some of the findings from
an ongoing, 10-year study of terrorists’
use of the Internet. His findings were
reported in numerous publications
including his book, Terror on the

Internet: The New Arena, the New

Challenges (United States Institute of
Peace, 2006).
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Timothy McVeigh (Oklahoma bomber),

the Sept. 11 hijackers and Eric Rudolph

(Olympic Park bomber) all had something

in common — they selected targets hun-

dreds of miles from where they lived.

McVeigh wandered the Midwest living as a

transient before making his bomb in

Herington, Kan., and driving 250 miles

(400 kilometres) south to blast the Alfred P.

Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma

City. The Sept. 11 hijackers travelled hun-

dreds of miles to their targets. And

Rudolph drove nearly 300 miles (483 kilo-

metres) from Murphy, N.C., to bomb an

abortion clinic in Birmingham, Ala.

For local police departments search-

ing for ways to stop terrorist acts before

they occur, this does not bring much com-

fort. When looking at these attacks, offi-

cers might get the impression that there is

not much they can do about terrorism

other than improving physical security at

high-risk targets.

But were these infamous terrorists 

typical?

Although we know a great deal about

the behaviour of traditional criminals, little

information has been available about terror-

ists. Are they much different from conven-

tional criminals, who tend to commit their

crimes close to home? Research has shown

that traditional criminals are spontaneous,

but terrorists seem to go to great lengths

preparing for their attacks — and may com-

mit other crimes while doing so.

The National Institute of Justice (NIJ)

launched a series of projects to explore

patterns of terrorist behaviour. In the first

of these projects, a panel of experts was

assembled to examine 60 case studies

involving terrorist incidents in the U.S.

during the past 25 years. These cases

involved the four major types of U.S.

terrorist groups: left wing, right wing, sin-

gle issue and international. The panel —

including this author — looked at the

homes of the terrorists, the locations of

planning and preparation, and the sites of

the terrorist incidents to discover whether

any patterns emerged.

What the panel learned was intrigu-

ing: the cases of McVeigh, the Sept. 11

hijackers and Rudolph are actually unusu-

al. In fact, most terrorists live close to

their selected targets and engage in a great

deal of preparation — some over the

course of months or even years — that

has the potential of coming to the atten-

tion of local law enforcement.

The panel studied the following incidents: 

• Ten attacks by international groups 

that involved 93 preparatory acts 

• Fourteen attacks by right-wing groups 

that involved 55 preparator acts

• Twenty-nine attacks by environmental

groups that involved 80 preparatory 

acts

• Six attacks by left-wing groups that 

involved eight preparatory acts

Almost half (44 per cent) of all terrorists

examined lived within 30 miles (48 kilome-

tres) of their targets. But when the types of

terrorist groups are examined separately,

the findings are much different.

Terrorists think globally but act
locally
International terrorists lived relatively

near their targets, whereas right-wing ter-

rorists lived in rural areas but selected 

targets reflecting the “pollutants of urban

life” in nearby cities.

Terrorists most commonly prepared

for their attacks with surveillance and

intelligence gathering, robberies and

thefts to raise funding for the group,

weapons violations, and bomb manufac-

turing. Again, most of these behaviors

took place relatively near their homes,

which, in turn, were close to the targets. 

Terrorists may stay close to home

because of new immigration status, lack

of transportation, lack of knowledge of

the urban landscape or a desire to avoid

attention. Among single-issue terrorists in

particular, 71 per cent of the preparatory
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acts occurred within 12 miles (19 kilome-

tres) and 92 per cent within 28 miles (45

kilometres) of the target. This finding may

also be attributed to the use of “unco-ordi-

nated violence” tactics by these environ-

mental and anti-abortion extremists,

which often results in local targeting by

“lone wolves” sympathetic to the cause.

A separate follow-up NIJ project that

analyzed the distance between more than

250 environmental and international ter-

rorists’ homes and their targets confirmed

the earlier preliminary findings that their

spatial patterns are fairly similar. The

analysis found that about half of the envi-

ronmental terrorists and nearly three-fifths

of the international terrorists lived within

30 miles (48 kilometres) of their targets.

Sixty-five per cent of the environmental

terrorists and 59 per cent of the interna-

tional terrorists prepared for their attacks

within 30 miles (48 kilometres) of their

target sites.

Although the terrorists studied 

committed most of their preparatory

offenses near their homes, they conducted

robberies, burglaries and thefts much far-

ther away — an average of 429 miles (690

kilometres) from home. This suggests that

most environmental and international ter-

rorists live near the selected target and

conduct surveillance and other general

preparation near their homes and the even-

tual location of the attack. However,

major crimes to procure funding for the

group — like thefts, robberies and burgla-

ries — are intentionally committed many

miles away to avoid drawing attention to

the group’s location and target.

The terrorist's timepiece
We found that preparations generally

began less than six months before the

attack and ended with a flurry of actions a

day or so before. This pattern varied by

group type. Single-issue and right-wing

terrorists engaged in substantially less

preparatory crime over a shorter period —

once again, most likely reflecting the use

of “leaderless resistance” and lone-wolf

strategies. The planning cycle of interna-

tional terrorists tended to be longer.

In our follow-up study, we took a

closer look at the specific patterns of inter-

national and environmental terrorists by

placing the preparations for all incidents

on a time line. For instance, we examined

the 21 incidents attributed to the environ-

mental terrorist group known as “The

Family,” which was responsible for the

Vail, Colo., ski resort arson in 1998 and

many attacks against Forest Service and

Bureau of Land Management buildings

from 1996 to 2000. 

The Family consisted of at least 16

people. The group’s actions were more

spontaneous than other environmental

cases, with a short preparation period and

little extended planning. Eighty-five per

cent of their known preparation activities

occurred within six days of the planned

attack. An explosive device was assem-

bled at the staging area a day or so before

the incident and then delivered to the 

target. Participants usually returned to the

staging area to destroy any evidence.

International terrorists, on the other

hand, engaged in nearly three times as

many preparatory acts per incident as their

environmental counterparts. This may be

due to the larger number of people usual-

ly involved in international incidents, the

size and scope of the planned incident or

simply a longer planning cycle.

Comparing the 10 international ter-

rorist incidents that occurred on American

soil, we found that the average planning

cycle for international terrorists was 92

days, as opposed to 14 days for environ-

mental terrorists. However, averages can

be misleading because of significant out-

liers, such as the multi-year planning

cycle of the Islamic extremists seeking to

destroy New York City landmarks in 

the mid-1990s. Whereas environmental 

terrorists committed an overwhelming

majority of their preparatory activities in

the week before the incident, international

terrorists took up to six months to prepare.

Arming police with knowledge
For law enforcement agencies, the impli-

cations of these patterns are significant.

Committing an act of terrorism will usual-

ly involve local preparations. Although

much of this conduct will not necessarily

be criminal, early intelligence may give

law enforcement the opportunity to stop

the terrorists before an incident occurs. 

Knowledge of the threat — for exam-

ple, understanding how long environmen-

tal or international terrorists prepare for

their attacks — will affect the manner in

which local officials respond. Identifying

preparatory actions by environmental

extremists may signal that an attack is

imminent, whereas similar behaviour by

an international group might suggest that

an attack is still several months away.

Understanding that most terrorists act

locally can be important to know as inves-

tigative agencies seek to prevent terrorism

and arrest perpetrators. These local 

patterns may be used by agencies to more

efficiently patrol known, high-risk target

areas and gather intelligence on suspected

actions within a specific distance from

potential targets. 

As we continue to deepen our under-

standing of the relationship among the

location of the terrorist’s home, terrorist

preparation activities and the target, this

growing knowledge should help officers

prevent and respond to attacks. �

This article is reprinted from the NIJ Journal (No.
260, July 2008) courtesy of the U.S. Department
of Justice.
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It is easy to forget that the World Wide

Web is just a teenager. In fact, it was a

mere 15 years ago that the first web

browser was introduced to the Internet.

Today, 1.4 billion online users log onto 

the web each day — a revolution by any

standard.

Many experts agree that the Internet

is now in its second generation — a gen-

eration often referred to as Web 2.0. This

second wave of the Internet relies more

on users contributing to content, and is

driving the Internet to a social network.

But Web 2.0 has also created new

venues for illicit activities. From crime to

terrorism, the Information Age delivers

fearsome capabilities to those who would

seek to do harm. Web 2.0 offers enticing

opportunities to exploit technology for

good or for ill. Understanding how these

technologies can be used by adversaries

is a significant challenge — a challenge

that the United States Intelligence

Community (IC) is pursuing with vigour.

The new intelligence environment 
The IC consists of 16 federal agencies,

offices and elements of organizations that

are collectively responsible for gather-

ing, analyzing and disseminating intelli-

gence information in the United States.

Like the law enforcement community,

the IC recognizes that “business as

usual” no longer applies in the current

Web 2.0 environment. 

Mike McConnell, U.S. Director of

National Intelligence and head of the 

IC, describes web-savvy adversaries as 

follows: “These new actors blur the tradi-

tional distinctions between foreign and

domestic, intelligence-related and opera-

tional, strategic and tactical.” 

How the IC operates in this context

— today and for every day after — is

critically important and requires creative

problem solving, particularly given a

number of other nettlesome challenges:

• A very young analytic workforce, 

60 per cent of whom were hired 

after 9/11

• Diverse and voluminous data that 

tends to overwhelm analysts

• Aging information technology 

systems that cannot support 

sophisticated tools

• Traditional analytic techniques, 

perfected for the world of 

nation-states, that founder in the 

face of non-state actors

• An increasing tendency to subject 

analytic judgments to public 

exposure and scrutiny

The IC is beginning to address these

challenges through exciting initiatives

aimed at bringing the power of informa-

tion-sharing and collaboration to intelli-

gence analysis. Led by the Office of the

Director of National Intelligence

(ODNI), the IC is drawing on the lessons

of Web 2.0 to create social networks, 

collaboratively generate knowledge, 

and empower a young and enthusiastic

workforce.

“ODNI is pulling the levers of power

to reform our intelligence community,”

says Dr. Donald Kerr, principal deputy

director of national intelligence. “This

isn’t glamorous work. It isn’t easily 

distinguishable to those outside the 

community, but more than anything else,

this is the work that needs to get done.” 

Two projects exemplify the IC’s

future direction: Intellipedia and 

A-Space. While it is tempting to think 

of these as new tools, ODNI thinks 

of them more as game-changing initia-

tives — new ways to work and do 

business — that will radically broaden

intelligence work.  

A new way to wiki
The seventh most popular site on the

Internet is the online encyclopedia

Wikipedia. Unlike conventional encyclo-

pedias, Wikipedia is written entirely by

volunteer contributors who freely edit

and author articles as a collective,

achieving accuracy rates that rival peer-

reviewed, professionally edited products.  

According to Dr. Thomas Fingar, the

ODNI Deputy Director of Analysis,

Wikipedia processes are “an absolutely

innate approach” for the IC’s younger

workforce — the “digital generation”

that simultaneously reads e-mail, talks on

the phone, watches television, and has a

conversation while linked with people

around the world. But for the rest of the

IC, says Fingar, the Wikipedia approach

“is somewhere between heretical and

previously deemed impossible.”   

In April 2006, the IC officially

launched Intellipedia, its own collabora-

tive system to connect analysts, working

groups, collectors, experts, data and

knowledge. Like Wikipedia, Intellipedia

enables users to post, edit and enhance

articles. Unlike Wikipedia, all contribu-

tors are accountable — there is no

anonymity. Furthermore, Intellipedia

operates at three classification levels,

permitting users from across the IC and

law enforcement communities to access

and contribute to it.

Creating Intellipedia was easy

because it uses MediaWiki – the same

software used by Wikipedia – which is

freely available. The cost was very low

and remains so. The resistance was not

particularly strong because Intellipedia

was a new capability and threatened no

existing processes.

Two years after launch, Intellipedia

holds more than 330,000 pages and

boasts 42,204 registered users (who cross

all demographics) and approximately

135,000 readers. The growth has been

nothing short of spectacular. Intellipedia

reached the million-edit mark two
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months earlier than it took Wikipedia to

reach the same point. 

But Intellipedia is more than a repos-

itory of information — it is evolving into

a tool that enables intelligence officers

around the world to analyze crises as

they unfold. At a time when CNN fills

the airwaves with fast-breaking news and

citizens watch scrolling news feeds at the

bottom of their computer screens,

Intellipedia is emerging as a powerful

tool to share information and analyze

global incidents in near-real time. 

Political officers at an overseas

embassy can easily post breaking news,

alerting geospatial intelligence analysts,

who then share updated maps with layers

of information, and military analysts,

who examine and report troop levels and

capabilities. Analysts from across the IC

are starting to use Intellipedia to fuse

their analyses instead of publishing myr-

iad independent reports from their home

agencies.

For example, in 2006, a small two-

seater plane crashed into a Manhattan

building. Was it a terrorist incident or an

accident? Within 20 minutes of the crash,

an analyst created an Intellipedia page,

which was edited 80 times in the next

two hours by members of nine different

intelligence agencies. They collaborated

and rapidly concluded that the collision

was an accident. The speed, thorough-

ness and multi-disciplinary nature of the

analysis were unprecedented.

The next big idea
Intelligence analysts demand a working

environment that gives them unfettered

access to the best expertise — regardless

of where it resides — and allows them to

investigate, discover and explore new

ways to perform analysis. Building on

the momentum created by Intellipedia,

ODNI is piloting a tool called A-Space

(Analysis Space) that will meet these

needs. 

Set for launch this fall, A-Space com-

plements Intellipedia and takes another

step towards a true World Wide Web for

analysts by providing them with a new

environment in which to work. For the

first time, analysts will have common

access to documents and information

several levels above top secret — includ-

ing databases residing in agencies other

than their own. Because A-Space rigor-

ously enforces its entrance requirements

to include specific security clearances, it

will become a trusted environment for all

IC analysts.  

A-Space will also provide the 

shortest, fastest path to discovering IC

expertise and emerging intelligence

insights, allowing analysts to collaborate

early and often. Some have likened 

A-Space to Facebook for the IC. While

A-Space does have a social networking

function that allows analysts to post 

profiles detailing their areas of past and

current expertise, it is much more than

that. 

For example, IC analysts are notori-

ous for organizing their notes on their

individual computer desktops, making it

difficult to share insights with others.

With A-Space, analysts will be able to

share their personal “file folders”

through a secure “file cabinet.” They can

create common work spaces supported

by instant messaging, shared documents,

and RSS feeds. The IC will be able to vir-

tually “swarm” to tackle intelligence

questions.

As time passes, IC analysts will dis-

cover and invent previously unimagin-

able uses for Intellipedia and A-Space,

ultimately shaping the future of the 

intelligence business. Intellipedia and 

A-Space are precursors for the day when

Web 2.0 denizens will find themselves

stunned by the intelligence community’s

agility, imagination and effectiveness on

the World Wide Web. �
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International Monetary Fund, “The Impact of Terrorism on Financial Markets” (March 2005) :
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Terrorist financing can take a variety of forms, from money
laundering to extortion to diverting funds from seemingly
legitimate charities and businesses. While the sums behind
any given terrorist attack are usually small, the amounts
required to sustain terrorist cells are often larger and easi-
er for global partners to detect and control. Here’s a look at
the facts. 

Just the facts

Terrorists spent an estimated £8,000 to carry out the London transit bomb-
ings in July 2005. 

Of the US$400,000–500,000 required to carry out the 9/11 attacks,
$300,000 passed through the U.S. banking system, according to research
by the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States. 

The sums that circulated between the 9/11 hijackers and their overseas
accounts amounted to less than US$10,000 and were often simple wire
transfers, reports the International Monetary Fund. 

Prior to 9/11, al-Qaida spent an estimated US$30 million per year to fund
operations, maintain training and military apparatus, and contribute to the
Taliban and related terrorist organizations, according to the National
Commission on Terrorist Attacks.

One terrorist group operating prior to 2001 collected up to US$1 million
per month from expatriates in Canada, Britain, Switzerland and Australia,
reports the Financial Action Task Force (FATF).

The FATF points to the misuse of non-profit organizations as “a crucial
weak point” in the global struggle to stop terrorist funding at its source. 

In 2006–2007, Canada’s Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis
Centre (FINTRAC) reported 33 cases of suspected terrorist financing or
other threats to Canadian security, representing a total value of C$200 mil-
lion.

Eight additional FINTRAC disclosures involving both terrorist financing and
money laundering totalled C$1.6 billion. 

In 2007, American depository institutions submitted 25 per cent less sus-
picious incident reports  related to terrorist financing than they did in 2004,
according to U.S. Treasury numbers.  

As of August 19, 2005, the U.S. had frozen or blocked over US$281 mil-
lion in property assets linked to 303 suspected terrorists or terrorist entities,
as per United Nations resolutions.

As of 2007, the U.K. had frozen nearly 200 bank accounts and half a mil-
lion pounds linked to designated terrorist suspects.

Between September 2001 and July 2007, the U.S. Department of Justice
convicted 59 individuals of crimes related to terrorist financing. Canada laid
its first charges in March 2008.  
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By Cal Deedman
Crown Counsel

Ministry of the Attorney General
of British Columbia (B.C.)

Travel in Guatemala on the so-called

“chicken buses” is a hazardous business.

Most of the buses are overcrowded, over-

loaded, poorly maintained and recklessly

driven. Stories of crashes in which people

have been killed or injured appear in the

local press with depressing regularity, yet

they rarely make the international media.  

Guatemalans tend to accept these bus

accidents as an unavoidable part of daily

life. However, on Feb. 29, 2008, there was

a bus crash with such horrendous conse-

quences that it attracted international

media coverage, shocked the Guatemalans

themselves and prompted a national 

outcry for a full investigation.  

The bus, travelling along the highway

leading to El Salvador, failed to negotiate

a right-hand curve 33.5 kilometres east of

Guatemala City, just short of the bottom

of a long downgrade. It veered across the

oncoming lanes, went off the road,

plunged through a small gully, and

slammed head-on into a dirt embank-

ment. Fifty-six passengers died as a

result of the accident, and people

demanded to know why.

Lacking the resources and expertise to

do such an investigation themselves, the

Guatemalan government turned to Canada

for help.

In Guatemala, the Public Prosecutor’s

Office (called the Public Ministry) is

responsible for directing investigations

into suspected crimes.  

The Public Ministry sent a formal

request for assistance to Kenneth M.

Cook, the Canadian Ambassador to

Guatemala. The embassy’s political coun-

sellor passed the request to S/Sgt Vianney

Tremblay, the RCMP Liaison Officer for

Mexico and Central America. With the

help of RCMP National Traffic Services

and the National Program Manager for

Collision/Analyst Reconstruction, S/Sgt

Tremblay assembled a team of Canadian

experts and arranged for them to travel to

Guatemala.

The three-man team was composed 

of Sgt Larry Bellows and Cpl Peter 

Holmes, two collision reconstructionists, 

and Robert Richardson, a mechanical

inspector with the B.C. Ministry of

Transportation.

The team flew to Guatemala and met

with the local prosecutors for a detailed

review of the file.  

They also appeared before the judge

responsible for overseeing the investiga-

tion and were granted official legal status

as experts. This entitled them to investi-

gate the accident and to give evidence

about their conclusions. They would 

testify at a special hearing held before

they returned to Canada. 

The team attended the scene of the

crash to take measurements and photo-

graphs, and to analyze the overall context

in which the accident had happened in an

attempt to determine its causes. They also

visited the compound where the remains

of the bus were stored and conducted a

mechanical inspection.

The team then spent six days going

over their findings, preparing their collision

reconstruction and mechanical inspection

reports, and arranging to have the reports

translated into Spanish for the hearing.

Conclusions
The Canadian experts’ conclusions were

damning. The rear brakes of the bus were

completely non-functional at the time of

the accident, and the front brakes were in

poor condition. Although the front brakes

initially provided a 30 per cent braking

capacity, they overheated and eventually

faded after being steadily applied for

approximately 14 kilometres on the contin-

uous seven per cent downgrade. By the

time the bus reached what is known as the

El Chilero curve, about two kilometres

from the bottom of the slope, the brakes

failed. 

The bus also had a series of other

defects contributing to its overall instabil-

ity: the steering mechanism was loose, the

suspension was badly worn and different-

sized tires were installed on the same axle.

Finally, although the bus had a maxi-

mum seating capacity of 48, it was carrying

82 passengers at the time of the accident.

It seems certain that there will be

criminal and civil proceedings arising out

of this accident and that the evidence pro-

vided by the Canadian experts will play a

key role in those proceedings. �

Since 2001, the RCMP, in partnership with
the B.C. Ministry of the Attorney General
and the Law Courts Education Society 
of B.C., has been working with the
Guatemalan Public Ministry and National
Civil Police, training prosecutors and
investigators in crime scene examination,
major crime investigative techniques and
major case management. 

Canadian experts assist with
Guatemalan bus crash investigation

Sgt Larry Bellows and Robert Richardson conduct a
mechanical inspection of the Guatemalan bus. The
Canadian experts found numerous defects due to heavy
use and poor maintenance.
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By Bryan Vila, PhD
Washington State University

Anyone who’s ever been to the circus

knows what a complex balancing act is

required of the daring acrobats who walk

the high wire. While some attempt the feat

“free-handed,” most use some sort of

prop, such as a long drooping pole, to help

maintain their balance as they walk the

fine line between two points.

Managing police fatigue is an equally

complex balancing act that involves the

needs of the community, the department,

and the officers themselves. Most police

departments today still attempt to address

this issue “free-handed.” But a growing

number are beginning to work closely with

sleep researchers who can provide them

with the props they need — in the form of

recommendations and tools based on recent

scientific studies — to make the task much

easier. 

This article addresses just a few of the

ways these studies can help improve

staffing decisions, shift scheduling, over-

time management and other issues that

affect officers’ sleep, and ultimately their

health, safety and job performance. 

Balancing needs
Policing is one of the most critical and

expensive government activities. It is

essential that communities have sufficient

officers on duty at any given time to

respond to emergencies, prevent crime

and arrest offenders. It is equally impor-

tant that public resources are not wasted

by having too many officers on duty. To

complicate matters, every community

generates a unique demand for police

services that tends to rise and fall across

the day, week and season.

The problem of scheduling just

enough officers is compounded by the

complexities of managing fatigue. If offi-

cers are impaired by fatigue, they become

less alert, their cognitive and physical

abilities decline, their moods worsen and

they become less able to deal with stress.

Public safety declines — and so does offi-

cer safety and performance, resulting in a

higher risk of job-related accidents,

injuries, errors and misconduct. 

Over the long term, fatigue makes

officers more vulnerable to illness, chron-

ic disorders and certain kinds of cancers.

Fatigue also corrodes the quality of an

officer’s family life. It is therefore in

everyone’s best interest to understand the

causes of police fatigue and to learn how

best to manage and mitigate those causes.

Causes of police fatigue
In shift workers such as police officers,

fatigue and its effects are rooted in four

different variables. 

Time of day — Police work is a 24/7

activity, but the biochemical, physiological

and behavioural systems of human bodies

are synchronized by circadian rhythms that

strongly favour working during the day and

sleeping at night. Police officers, like all

humans, tend to be much more vulnerable

to fatigue from 11 p.m. to 6 a.m.

Quantity of sleep — Our sleep reser-

voirs fill up when we sleep for 7.5 to eight

hours, and then are drained during each

waking hour. This means an officer who

gets a full quota of sleep, rises at 7 a.m.,

then starts a 12-hour shift at 11 a.m. is

likely to be very impaired by 11 p.m. —

roughly the equivalent of a blood alcohol

concentration of .05 per cent. If the officer

starts her shift with less than a full quota

of sleep, she is likely to be even more

impaired by the end of her shift.

Moreover, sleep debt is cumulative and, if

not repaid, will likely cause the officer to

become increasingly impaired over time.

Quality of sleep — Many police offi-

cers have serious sleep disorders that dis-

rupt sleep or make it difficult to fall asleep

and stay asleep. A sleep-disordered officer

who spends eight hours in bed each night

(or day) may not be getting enough quality

sleep to make it through a work shift safe-

ly. Currently, the only way to manage this

problem is to have officers screened peri-

odically by a qualified sleep physician.

Number of sequential work days —

Police officers, like all people, get pro-

gressively more tired with each day of

work. This effect is especially pronounced

if the successive shifts require officers to

sleep during the day rather than during the

night, since night sleep is much more nat-

ural and tends to be more restorative.

While many people try to catch up on lost

sleep during their days off, this may be

impossible for an officer whose sleep debt

is too large to be repaid.

Managing and mitigating fatigue
Managing and mitigating fatigue requires

striking a balance between police officers’

circadian rhythms and the rhythms of soci-

ety. But in addition to balancing a commu-

nity’s demand for services against officers’

physiological needs, managers must also

find ways to mitigate the impact of sched-

uling on officers’ lives outside the job. 

The success of any fatigue-manage-

ment effort requires officers to practise

good sleep habits. It takes training in sleep

practices and real commitment for an offi-

cer to get sufficient sleep during the day

when noise, light and circadian rhythms are

fighting to keep him awake. Moreover,

since the majority of society is organized to

be active during the day and evening, a

day-sleeper’s world is full of temptations to
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and certain kinds of 
cancers. It in everyone’s
best interest to under-
stand the causes of police
fatigue and to learn
how best to manage and
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be with loved ones, attend to errands or get

in a round of golf.

Shift schedules must be as stable as

possible in order to encourage good sleep

practices and minimize stress on officers.

Erratic work hours make shift work even

more difficult because they interfere with

nearly every aspect of life, breaking rou-

tines and increasing problems associated

with everything from picking up the kids

from school to planning an evening with

friends.

The main cause of erratic work hours

for most police officers is overtime caused

by late arrests, off-duty court appearances,

emergencies, or the need to increase staff

for public events. Another cause is moon-

lighting (secondary employment). The best

way to minimize inconsistent work hours is

to ensure that staffing numbers match the

demand for police services — and to dras-

tically limit moonlighting.

Creating change
Despite the obvious importance of manag-

ing fatigue, most police agencies have a

hard time with this issue, largely because of

the allure of overtime. Even though over-

time is a convenient way for managers to

patch gaps between demand and available

staff — and for officers to earn more

money — it must be minimized. In my

experience, the best fatigue management

practices grow out of a close collaboration

between management and labour that is

informed by hard science.

Science provides a common ground

where hard evidence helps balance condi-

tions-of-work negotiations. It forces man-

agers to confront the real risks and costs of

fatigue, and it forces officers and their rep-

resentatives to focus on their first priorities:

safety and health. Both sides have to co-

operate. Risks and costs can’t be controlled

unless officers make sleep a priority and

come to work rested. But they cannot do so

unless work hours, schedules and staffing

are appropriate. Co-operation is the only

way either side can get what it needs.

However, good intentions alone can’t

solve a very complex scheduling problem

and reconcile that solution with the

immutable biological demands of officers’

circadian rhythms. This problem requires

substantial mathematical skills and a deep

understanding of human sleep.

The Calgary Police Service (CPS) is

taking an exemplary approach to this

problem by involving a skilled operations

researcher, Peter Belmio, to help analyze

the demand for services and develop

scheduling options. They’re working with

a sleep researcher — Dr. Charles Samuels

of the University of Calgary’s Centre for

Sleep and Human Performance — who is

developing techniques for measuring the

impact of different schedules on officers’

alertness and cognitive performance. CPS

has also worked with me to begin educat-

ing officers and supervisors about sleep

issues and strategies for maintaining good

sleep habits.

This collaborative effort strives to iden-

tify problems and acquire hard evidence

that will make it possible to build shift

schedules that balance the needs of

Calgary’s communities with those of its

officers. But there is still much to do.

Future plans include finding ways to inte-

grate evidence-based scheduling and work-

hours management into CPS policies and

practices — such as by refining shift work

and sleep education programs for officers

and their families, and by developing

health screening systems that are economi-

cal, practical and scientifically rigorous.

The hands-on work of police agencies

such as CPS is part of an even larger col-

laborative effort by research teams at

Washington State University, the U.S.

National Institute for Occupational Health

and Safety, the State University of New

York at Buffalo, Harvard University and

the University of California, San

Francisco. The goal is to build knowledge

and tools that can help police everywhere

balance the needs of communities with

those of the officers who serve them. �

Bryan Vila, PhD, is a professor of criminal
justice at Washington State University and
a senior investigator in its Sleep and
Performance Research Center. Vila served
as a law enforcement officer for 17 years.
He has authored numerous research 
articles and three books, including Tired

Cops: The Importance of Managing Police

Fatigue (Police Executive Research Forum,
2000).
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By Sgt Olly Tayler
Devon and Cornwall 
Constabulary (U.K.)

Plymouth Head Camera Project

Body-worn video (BWV), also known

as a head camera, consists of a lip-

stick-sized full-colour bullet cam-

era attached to a small digital

hard drive unit. High-quality

digital footage and audio can be

stored on the unit and later

downloaded to computer or

burned to disc. 

The camera is worn on

the side of an officer’s head

or uniform headwear by

way of an adjustable head-

band. Officers also carry

the digital hard drive

unit that contains a

rechargeable battery. A

r e m o t e

s w i t c h

allows the officer to start and stop record-

ing, while a visible

light indicator

enables others

to see when

the camera

is record-

ing or in

s tandby

mode. 

The

video

a n d

audio

d a t a

provide an

o f f i c e r ’s

view of

how an inci-

dent unfolded,

who said what, and

what decisions were

made at the time.

The camera also

captures emotions

and many

small

details that can be forgotten during the

dynamics of an incident.  

Most BWV systems have built-in

LCD screens that permit officers to review

footage on the street. This feature is valu-

able during public disorder incidents, as it

allows officers to review footage on site to

ensure they have the best possible chance

of identifying victims, suspects and poten-

tial witnesses.

BWV pilot project
Devon and Cornwall police participated in

a small proof-of-concept BWV pilot in the

City of Plymouth. Known as the Plymouth

Head Camera Project, the pilot ran from

October 2006 to March 2007. It concen-

trated on providing head cameras to offi-

cers attending violence-related calls,

including those involving alcohol-related

violence, violence in public places and

domestic violence. 

Police purchased 50 sets of BWV and

trained nearly 400 front-line officers to

use them. Officers were given guidance

on when to start and stop recording —

typically as soon as a call is received

though to its natural conclusion. Officers

were also given discretion to record at

other times when they felt it would be of

value, such as at a traffic stop. They avoid-

ed turning the system off mid-recording

without a verbal explanation as to why.

The Constabulary also undertook an

extensive internal and external media

campaign using television and newspaper

announcements and targeted posters to

ensure that police officers, other police

staff, the general public, and at-risk

groups were fully engaged in the concept.

Following the pilot, a full and inde-

pendent project evaluation concluded

that using BWV resulted in a reduction

in crime, an increase in crimes detected,

an increase in offenders brought to jus-

tice, a reduction in complaints

against officers, and an increase

in public confidence in policing.  

As well as the formal evalu-

ation, officers involved in the

Plymouth pilot provided con-

siderable anecdotal evidence

that using head cameras had a

noticeable calming influence on
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Body-worn video
The pros and cons of using head cameras
Optical evidence-gathering has been used by police since the advent of the camera and
has continued to improve with technological advancement. In 2005, Sgt Olly Tayler of
the Devon and Cornwall Constabulary in the southwest of England proposed the use
of a new concept in evidence gathering called body-worn video (BWV). In this article,
Tayler outlines the strengths and weaknesses of BWV based on the pilot project he
managed in Plymouth, U.K.

Police officers involved in the
Plymouth Head Camera Project
reported that the device had 
a calming influence on poten-
tially violent people.
Courtesy of 
the Hampshire
Constabulary
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potentially violent persons and resulted in

better engagement between police and

young people.

Officers also found new and innova-

tive ways of using BWV beyond basic

evidence gathering at incidents of vio-

lence. For example, officers used the

device to help reconstruct a fatal road traf-

fic collision, to obtain details and descrip-

tions from young people at a party where

a serious allegation had been made, and to

view places that have traditionally been

hard to access — such as under floor

boards — during drug searches. Police

tutors have also used BWV to record and

debrief student police officers dealing

with live incidents.

Advantages
The use of BWV can dramatically

enhance the gathering of primary evidence

at any incident. The camera can pick up

and record everything an officer sees and

hears, including details officers could

never hope to recall when trying to docu-

ment events on paper in a statement. 

There have been countless examples

of BWV being used to help secure convic-

tions by ensuring offenders admit to their

wrongdoings at much earlier stages in

investigations. 

BWV footage has also been used to

disprove malicious complaints against

police officers. There have been examples

of solicitors making complaints on behalf

of their clients then immediately with-

drawing those complaints after reviewing

BWV footage. 

BWV evidence has been used in

courts to show what happened at an inci-

dent. A prepared statement can come

across as very clinical and does not con-

vey the emotions and atmosphere at the

time an officer interacted with an offend-

er. Head cameras, however, can capture

those emotions.

When used in domestic violence situa-

tions, early accounts from victims and evi-

dence of injuries can be documented using

BWV. In the event that a complaint is sub-

sequently withdrawn, the case can still

proceed as a victimless prosecution, there-

by ensuring that offenders are held to

account in court.

BWV footage can also be logged and

sorted in a video intelligence database

housed in a back-office facility. The data-

base used for the pilot in Plymouth now

contains tens of thousands of hours of

footage, providing officers with access to

images of suspects and the clothing they

were wearing on a specific day, evidence

of patterns of offending behaviour, and

evidence to support applications such as

anti-social behaviour orders. Images can

be taken from the database and used in

briefing papers or media appeals.

Footage of buildings or other premises

can be used to help officers plan for

future warrants or, in the event of critical

incidents, assist commanders with

ground-level planning.

Limitations
An obvious disadvantage of BWV is that

an officer has to be looking at an incident

to capture the best evidence. Furthermore,

when a single camera is deployed at an

incident, it will only capture a single

viewpoint. During many incidents of dis-

order, what is happening on the periphery

can be as important as the main incident. 

Another drawback is that, like any

other technology, BWV can fail. While a

number of safeguards are built into the

technology to protect against this, there is

still a chance of a complete system failure

and the resulting loss of crucial footage.

The deployment of BWV should not

replace an officer’s best optical and audio

evidence-gathering equipment: his or her

eyes and ears. 

There are two principal technological

limitations of BWV as it exists today: bat-

tery life, particularly in extreme weather

conditions, and durability of the internal

hard drives, since a mere knock or jolt can

corrupt data as it is being written. 

In the case of batteries, the technology

is improving all the time and battery

capacity has increased dramatically over

recent months. Regarding durability,

many BWV developers are now employ-

ing removable media such as Secure

Digital (SD) cards to ensure that head

cameras are suitable for the rigours of

modern-day policing. Using removable

media also means that a BWV unit can be

processed and put back into service very

quickly.

While the limitations may be seen as

inhibitors to using BWV, the benefits

speak for themselves and any evidence the

camera captures is better than none.

Moving forward
The U.K. Home Office used the experi-

ences and findings of the Plymouth pilot

project as a national proof-of-concept for

the U.K. Police Service (43 Home Office

forces) and produced a manual called

“Guidance for the police use of body-

worn video devices.” 

Since the completion of the pilot, the

majority of U.K. police forces have pur-

chased and are using the device. There has

also been extensive interest from other

countries: a number of equipment trials

are currently being undertaken in

Singapore, South Africa and China. The

concept of BWV is also being assessed by

the wider U.K. security industry including

the Customs Service, the Border Agency

and the Ministry of Defence.

Conclusion
While BWV is a relatively new concept

for police, it has proven itself to be a valu-

able tool for gathering primary evidence at

any policing incident or event. The tech-

nology is being improved all the time, and

the next generation of BWV may include

wireless systems and built-in automatic-

license-plate-recognition (ALPR) and 

biometric-recognition software. Future

links between BWV and intelligent PDAs

may further reduce the paperwork burden

on officers while improving performance

across the justice system. �
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The following are excerpts from recent
research related to justice and law
enforcement. To access the full reports,
please visit the website links at the bot-
tom of each summary.

Predictive factors for illicit drug
use among young people

By Martin Frisher et al. 
For the Research Development 

and Statistics Directorate, 
Home Office (U.K.)

This report presents the results of a litera-

ture review on predictive factors for drug

use among young people. A systematic

search of electronic databases identified

251 relevant papers of adequate quality.

Of these, 78 were randomly selected for

further analysis.

The most extensive and consistent 

evidence relates to young people’s inter-

action with their families. The key predic-

tors of drug use are parental discipline,

family cohesion and parental monitoring.

Some aspects of family structure such as

large family size and low parental age are

linked to adolescent drug use. 

There is also consistent evidence 

linking peer drug use and drug availability

to adolescent drug use. There is extensive

evidence on parental substance use,

although some studies report no association

while others indicate that the association is

attenuated by strong family cohesion. 

Age is strongly associated with preva-

lence of drug use among young people,

reflecting a range of factors including

drug availability, peer relationships and

reduced parental monitoring. 

Categories where evidence linking

specific factors is mixed include mental

health, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity

Disorder (ADHD), stimulant therapy, reli-

gious involvement, sport, health educator

interventions, school performance,

early onset of substance use and socioe-

conomic status.

The overall ratio of risk to protection

may be more important than any individ-

ual factor. These results, although support-

ed by a relatively small body of research,

support the concept of resilience to drug

use. According to this view, resilience to

drug use is enhanced by increasing social

skills, social attachments and material

resources despite constant exposure to

known risk factors.

Whereas risk and resilience are, to a

large extent, independent of individuals’

motives, there is evidence that the lat-

ter are just as important as the former in

determining drug use. Young drug users

consistently report getting intoxicated and

relief from negative mood states as rea-

sons for their drug use. Qualitative

research shows that the context in which

young people experience drugs is crucial

for understanding how risk and protective

factors operate in relation to experimental

and sustained drug use.

Risk factors have differential predic-

tive values throughout adolescence. Some

factors may occur at birth (or before)

while others occur at varying times

throughout adolescence. Some factors

may persist for long periods of time while

others are transitory. The distinction

between early and late onset risk factors is

important as preventive measures need to

focus on particular age groups.

To access the full report (RDS OLR

05/07), please visit: www.homeoffice
.gov.uk/rds/onlinepubs1.html

Snitches get stitches: youth, gangs
and witness intimidation in
Massachusetts 

By Julie L. Whitman, MSW,
and Robert C. Davis, MS
For the National Centre 

for Victims of Crime (U.S.)

It is a familiar story: a gun goes off in a

crowded place — perhaps a street festi-

val or a nightclub — someone ends up

dead, and when police officers begin

questioning the bystanders, “nobody saw 

anything.” Officers charged with investi-

gating such crimes and apprehending the

offenders know only too well the chilling

effect of witness intimidation on the

criminal justice process. 

The National Centre for Victims of

Crime conducted this study to better

understand the intimidation of teen and

young adult witnesses in gang-related

cases. This first-of-its-kind investigation

gathered information directly from youth

about (a) the critical factors that deter

youth witnesses from reporting gang

crimes and testifying against perpetra-

tors, and (b) the kinds of policies and

programs that can encourage victim and

witness co-operation.

Key findings (partial list):

• Youth had a high rate of exposure 

to crimes through direct victimization,

witnessing, and peer and family 

victimization.

• Youth are most likely to tell a parent

or other family member about 

experiences with crime.

• Community norms against 

“snitching” are strong, but youth 
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Age is strongly asso-
ciated with prevalence of
drug use among young
people, reflecting a range
of factors including drug
availability, peer rela-
tionships and reduced
parental monitoring. 
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were still willing to report crimes 

under certain circumstances.

• Vicarious experiences of witness 

intimidation were far more common

than personal experiences, but one 

in three youth had heard about 

someone being threatened.

• Relationships between youth and 

school resource officers were 

generally positive; relationships 

with neighborhood police officers 

were mixed.

Recommendations
The study findings indicate at least six

areas where local criminal justice author-

ities and community groups can focus to

improve the participation in the criminal

justice process of young witnesses to

gang crimes. More information on these

recommendations can be found in the full

report. 

Implications for police and 
prosecutors 
One of the clearest messages from the

youth in the study was a plea for better

police–community relations. When it

comes to reporting crime and participat-

ing in the criminal justice process, the

youth were clear: if they felt an officer

was trustworthy and respectful, they had

no problems talking with that officer.

Another step police can take to make

crime reporting safer is to be extremely

careful not to identify witnesses unneces-

sarily. A certain amount of anonymity or

confidentiality should be possible in the

early stages of investigating crimes. 

When vulnerable witnesses are

involved, criminal justice officials must

either establish a single point of contact

in the system for the witness or ensure a

seamless transition of witness communi-

cations from police to prosecutor to 

victim/witness co-ordinator. 

The criminal justice response to wit-

ness fears and reported attempts at intim-

idation can and should vary according to

the details of the case. Local prosecutors

and police officers should develop a var-

ied collection of witness protection meas-

ures they can employ as needs arise.

To access the full report (including the

“law enforcement” research summary

from which this excerpt is drawn), please

visit: www.ncvc.org/reports 

Integrated intelligence and crime
analysis

By Jerry H. Ratcliffe, PhD
For the United States Department 

of Justice

Law enforcement executives are increas-

ingly recognizing that they are no longer

in an information-poor world: data and

information about the criminal environ-

ment and criminal activity abound.

In many cases, however, this increase

in data has not necessarily translated to

an increase in knowledge. The structure

of information handling processes within

policing is not set up for the new millen-

nium and ideas about intelligence man-

agement and dissemination from the

1970s still pervade the thinking and orga-

nizational culture of police agencies in

the 21st century. While many executives

get access to crime analysis, criminal

intelligence is not integrated into the 

picture and executives make key 

decisions without access to all of the per-

tinent knowledge available within their

organization. 

The purpose of this report is to pro-

vide the necessary information for police

managers to implement change and

embrace the information-rich environ-

ment of modern policing. The document

is also of value to intelligence analysts

and crime analysts wishing to get greater

traction from the intelligence they 

produce. 

This report starts by describing the

differing roles that criminal intelligence

and crime analysis play in the modern

law enforcement environment. It then

clarifies why the current situation — a

separation of key functions, as common-

ly seen in many police departments — is

both a hindrance to good policing in an

intelligence-led policing environment

and a risk to the communities that police

are sworn to protect. 

This report argues for an integrated

analysis model that combines the func-

tions of crime analysis and criminal 

intelligence and seeks to avoid analytical

processes that separate information on

offenders from information on the crimes

that they commit. In support of this argu-

ment, this report identifies a range of

ways that the integrated model can 

help decision makers and includes a

number of examples to demonstrate this

approach. 

However, the hindrances to the 

development of this model are not

insignificant. For example, problems 

discussed in this report include the fol-

lowing: issues of civilianization; differ-

ing missions and terminology between

crime analysts and criminal intelligence

officers; isolationist and case-specific

thinking instead of concentrating on the

big picture; perceived legal restraints 

on intelligence analysts; and a lack of

training and education. 

Finally, the report contains a number

of practical recommendations for police

departments wishing to better integrate

these necessary functions (crime analysis

and criminal intelligence) and become

more intelligence-led and problem-

focused.

To access the full report, please visit:

www.cops.usdoj.gov/ric/ResourceD
etail.aspx?RID=433 
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in the criminal justice process, the youth were clear: if
they felt an officer was trustworthy and respectful,
they had no problems talking with that officer.
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FROM OUR PARTNERS

By Valerie J. Campbell
Director, ARTAMI

According to Brian Vallee, author of The

War on Women, between 2000 and 2006,

more than 500 Canadian women were

shot, stabbed, strangled or beaten to death

by their intimate male partners — five

times more than all of the Canadian sol-

diers and police officers killed in the line

of duty during that same time period.

In Alberta and jurisdictions through-

out Canada, homicides have continued to

occur between intimate and ex-intimate

partners, and sometimes their children and

other family members.  Often, victims of

family violence fatalities were in contact

with multiple professional and communi-

ty-level support services prior to their

deaths, yet they managed to fall through

the cracks. When one of these tragedies

occurs, it serves as a reminder of why

family violence needs to be taken serious-

ly and how much more work still needs to

be done to address the complexities of

preventing these deaths.   

There is a growing recognition that

many family violence-related deaths are

preventable. In a number of fatality cases

reviewed by the Ontario Domestic

Violence Death Review Committee

(DVDRC) in 2005, the perpetrator had

previously been recognized as dangerous

and the victim had been identified as

being at high risk. Unfortunately, there

was no effective case management

response, resulting in dire consequences

for the victim. According to the DVDRC,

many of the fatalities reviewed appeared

to be predictable and preventable, with the

benefit of hindsight and the analysis of

well-known risk factors.

Domestic violence is not only one of

the highest calls for police response, but

perhaps the most frustrating and difficult

to understand, particularly from a criminal

justice perspective. Fearful and reluctant

victims, patterns of abuse that continue (in

some cases) for years, and child custody

and access disputes are the most common

factors that inhibit protection for victims

and plague well-intentioned police inves-

tigations.    

Whether you are a police member in a

remote two-person detachment or part of a

specialized unit in a large municipal

police agency, the issues are the same.

How can you protect a victim who is

unwilling or unable to co-operate? How

do you know when a particular case is

high risk and may result in murder or mur-

der/suicide? What can you do to prevent

these kinds of tragedies from occurring

even if you could predict them?

Reducing the risk
Answers to these questions are more

available than one might think. In 2007,

the Alberta government created a special-

ized unit to do just that. The Alberta

Relationship Threat Assessment and

Management Initiative (ARTAMI) became

the first threat assessment unit in Canada

to involve experts from various fields and

multiple law enforcement agencies who

deal solely with high-risk relation-

ship violence and stalking cases.

ARTAMI was created after the victim

of one of the longest and most extreme

stalking cases in Canada made a plea for a

better approach to threat assessment in

Alberta. A diverse committee including

government, police and community agen-

cies spent three years developing the 

initiative.

ARTAMI consists of police members

from the RCMP and the Calgary,

Edmonton, Medicine Hat and Lethbridge

police services, teamed up with a Crown

prosecutor, a child protection expert, a

family law expert and a consulting psy-

chologist. Police officers specially trained

in threat analysis provide police and crim-

inal justice agencies across Alberta with

the following services:

• Formal threat assessments and case 

management plans

• Recommendations in respect of 

investigations, charges, court orders,

victim safety requirements and 

strategies

• Expert court testimony for purposes 

of bail and sentencing hearings, 

child custody and access hearings, 

and guardianship applications

• Participation in case conferencing

• Specialized training in domestic

violence, stalking and assessment 

and management of high-risk cases

ARTAMI’s mandate is to identify individ-

uals who pose a risk to others within the
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Alberta initiative targets 
domestic violence

ARTAMI’s objectives

• Reduce the number of relational violent 
situations that result in serious violence, 
including homicide and/or suicide

• Integrate the criminal justice response to 
stalking and stop criminal harassment, as 
well as other acts of relationship violence

• Develop expertise within ARTAMI and 
utilize its professionals to enhance existing
assessment programs for high-risk cases 
from a multi-disciplinary perspective

• Consult on long-term and dangerous 
offender applications for offenders who 

have extensive histories of relationship-
related violence

• Collaborate with community agencies that 
assist victims of relational violence and 
their children to develop safety strategies

• Increase awareness of ARTAMI so 
community-based service providers know 
where to look for help when threats and 
violence in family relationships exceed the
capacity of the local police services and 
other community agencies

• Maintain connections with diverse 
community agencies so ARTAMI can meet 
needs related to disability, language, 
culture, immigration status, sexual 
orientation, and/or street involvement
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FROM OUR PARTNERS

community and find the best way to man-

age and reduce the risk that the individual

poses. All referrals to ARTAMI come

through police services or prosecutors.

Other outside agencies and actors — such

as women’s shelters, child intervention

caseworkers and mental health profes-

sionals — may refer clients through their

local police services.

Upon receiving a request from police,

ARTAMI members review all of the mate-

rial provided and, based on this review,

identify risk and provide case manage-

ment suggestions in the form of a written

report. They also recommend victim safe-

ty planning or assist investigators in

arranging to have a safety plan completed

by another agency, such as a police-based

victim services unit or the Alberta Child

and Family Services authority.

By identifying the risk an individual

may pose, investigators are better

equipped to prioritize their cases in areas

such as case management, officer safety

and deployment of staff. Threat assess-

ments categorize individuals to be at a

low, moderate or high risk to commit an

act of violence. A “low” categorization of

risk does not imply “no risk,” but indi-

cates that the individual is at low risk to

become violent and that the matter may

continue to be monitored. “Moderate”

risk indicates that the individual is at an

elevated risk for violence and that any

security measures in place should remain

in place unless further measures are

required. “High” risk indicates that the

individual is at high or imminent risk for

violence and that immediate intervention

is required to prevent an act of violence

from occurring. 

Providing a detailed and accurate

assessment of an individual’s risk depends

on the accuracy and thoroughness of the

information used. As such, the more infor-

mation that is available to investigators,

the better. At minimum, this information

should attempt to address or identify an

individual’s history in the areas of rela-

tionship, employment, childhood upbring-

ing, mental health, substance use, weapon

access, support networks and any other

information investigators feel may assist

the ARTAMI members. This information

can be obtained from a number of records

including police reports, mental health

and medical reports, probation reports,

witness statements and Correctional

Service of Canada records. Where avail-

able, they should be provided to the

ARTAMI investigator.

To ensure the objectivity and integrity

of the threat assessment process, ARTAMI

is not a first response unit and does not

respond to crisis situations or crime

scenes. Nor does it conduct or manage pri-

mary investigations or meet with offend-

ers or witnesses. 

Conclusion
In less than one full year of operation,

ARTAMI has provided assistance in over

115 cases deemed to be high risk. Our

goal is to reduce the fear, suffering and

deaths that occur in high-risk cases by

providing expertise in threat assessment

and risk reduction. 

Results from the Ontario Provincial

Police Threat Assessment Unit (TAU) —

a similar police-only initiative — demon-

strate that intervention efforts can make 

a real difference in preventing family

violence fatalities. In the 14 years that

the TAU has been in operation, there

has not been a single family violence-

related fatality where the TAU was

involved.

It is our hope that in the future, there

will be no family violence-related fatali-

ties in Alberta, particularly in cases where

ARTAMI was involved. �
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Domestic violence is not only one of the highest calls for
police response, but perhaps the most frustrating and
difficult to understand.
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Det/Cst Cherie Duggan
Vancouver Police Department

Like many large organizations, the

Vancouver Police Department (VPD) has

fallen casualty to the booming economy

and the abundance of jobs. Attracting qual-

ified applicants to join the police force is a

constant challenge. 

In 2003, the VPD received a total of

1,138 applications for the position of police

constable. By 2006, that number had dwin-

dled to 297. It became increasingly evident

that the VPD Recruiting Unit would have

to dramatically rethink how to recruit com-

petitive applicants while still maintaining

the essential requirements to apply. What

the Department needed was an innovative

and progressive way to boost recruitment. 

Enter a group of forward-thinking

individuals from the Masters of Digital

Media (MDM) Program at the Great

Northern Way Campus in Vancouver, B.C.

Dr. Gerri Sinclair, the program’s director,

needed a novel way to attract the right mix

of students for that program — students

from the Flickr/YouTube/MySpace/

Facebook generation.  

In November 2006, after building a vir-

tual copy of the school in Second Life —

the most popular alternative universe on

the web — Sinclair and her assistants held

a recruiting day at both the real-world 

and Second-Life campuses. Insp Kevin

McQuiggin of the VPD Forensic Services

Section heard about MDM’s Second Life

initiative and felt that a similar approach

might just be the key to reaching a new

generation of police applicants.

Second Life, or SL, is an Internet-based

virtual world that provides users with a

venue to interact with each other through

motional avatars (digital animated charac-

ters) and a social network service within

the context of a metaverse (virtual world).

McQuiggin approached Sinclair about

striking a partnership between the VPD and

MDM, with the goal of holding a VPD

information session in Second Life to

attract potential recruits.

MDM agreed, offering the use of its vir-

tual campus to host the online session and

assisting first-time VPD users with SL nav-

igation. Det/Cst Cherie Duggan of the VPD

Recruiting Unit then collaborated with

MDM to re-create the VPD’s monthly real-

world police information session for a virtu-

al audience on Second Life. The objective

was twofold: use the untapped medium of

the virtual world to send the message that

the VPD was hiring, and demonstrate the

Department’s progressive outlook. 

On May 30, 2007, the VPD Recruiting

Unit launched its Second Life Information

Session. Duggan guided the online VPD

avatar — dressed in a specially designed

uniform complete with badge and utility

belt — through a power point and video

presentation, using the keyboard to com-

municate with other avatars. About 30

avatars turned out for the one-time online

session, and four candidates e-mailed the

Department with their resumés. 

Was the online session a success? The

answer is yes, from the perspective of

drawing attention to a new recruiting

option. The VPD was the first police

department in the world to join Second

Life. Although the SL session did not

directly result in any new recruits, it did

attract significant media coverage. 

Most feedback has been positive and

the interest generated from the initiative

has been far-reaching. The story has been

featured in the South China news, the

Italian Economy magazine and the British

Police Professional journal. Even a year

after the launch, the VPD continues to

receive e-mails from individuals who make

reference to the Second Life Information

Session. Most of the enquires have related

to civilian Information Technology posi-

tions; however, one individual from Italy

contacted and later met with a member of

the VPD Recruiting Unit in Vancouver. 

While the VPD’s Second Life initiative

did reach a large number of potential appli-

cants, one drawback was the time required

to design, create and maintain the site. It

became too labour-intensive for one indi-

vidual to continue indefinitely and required

certain technical knowledge that many

departments may not have nor wish to

invest in.   

That being said, the VPD would con-

sider holding another Second Life session

to attract job candidates as part of on-going

recruiting drives. Today’s tech-savvy

online users have a skill set that is both

transferrable to the world of policing and

complementary to the other qualities that

police departments seek in new recruits. �

EMERGING TRENDS
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Vancouver Police step into 
virtual reality

The Vancouver Police Department was the first police service in the world to join Second Life. 
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